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J distinguisked critic
re-evaluates

a major novelist

D. B. LAWaBKCB:
IIOVBLIST.

b,

F. R. LEAVIS

In this important' new work Dr.
Leavir-the noted Engl_h critic and
editor of SCTUtmy-timsto win firm
reCOjPlirion for Lawrence's-greatness,
pntK:ular1y for the nature of his
a¢hievement u novelist. "It _," Dr.
Leavis saX" "as one of the I112jor novelists of the En~lish. uadit!On th:at ~c
will above aU hve. • • • HI$ gcmus IS
d_tinctly that oftbe novelist, and as
luch he is as rC01J1'kable a technical
innovator as t6ere cver hu been."
He shows, further, thlt Lawrence
remtins • great writcr for our own
phase of civilization IOd that" the
q~ and SttCSICI that preoccupied him have the most urgent mevanceroday. The T~I (London)
said of D. H.LAWRENCE; NOVELIST-"Dr. Leavis hasncver written a better book than this, and
madcl'$ who have been told that his
style is awkw21'd IOd forbidding
will be surprised It how much they
come" to relish the anxious precisions
and the city wit of his very mdividual
prote."
400 pages.
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ROBERT BUNKER, a frequent contributor to NewMe~ko Quarterly, says
he and his family are New Mexicans.
He came west from Bolton and
worked for five years with the Indian
Service. He is now teaching English
at Highlands Univ~~ty in Las
Vegas. We are indebted to the Uni· venity of Indiam..Presa for permis.
sion to print flThe Hunger of the
NavajOl," a chapter from; Mr~
Bunker's book, entitled Other Men's
S1cies, which they ue pUblishing this
fall.

DAVID CoRNEL DEJONG has appeared
in Quarterly pages before. He has
contributed many articles, poems,
and stories to variousperiOdic.als,
and a novel, Two Sofas in the Parlor
was published in 1951.

SISTO. FLORIAN EGGLESTON, O.s.F.,
is at present student of music at

a

Alvemo College of Mu~c in Mil·
waukee, and is a member of the AllNun Orchestra. She is planning to
write a libretto of an oratorio on the
life of St. Francis.
A. GEOltGE has had poetry
published in The Poetry Review,

RICHARD

Epo! Anthology, Catholic World,
and Canad.ian Poetry Review. He is
represented in the World Classic
Series of the Oxford Univenity
::Press.
DAVID RucILTON is a member of the
staff of the Department of Economics
continued on page ~~~ "
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Robert Bunker

THE HUNGER OF THE, NAVAJOS
",.

~
'

all around was piled so high, that they could
"
,not· hope to get to the trader'sfor weeks. ,They expected
to go hungry and to lose a good many sheep. The woman
stepped out the door when she heard the relief plane bringing
the supplies. She was struck and killed by the bundle the pilot
dropped.
E SNOW

,k

'.

j

•

It was an unthinkable accident, of course. The TtibalCoPDcil
did not blame anyone. Back in the Indian Agency, the men who
had planned this "Opera~ion Snowdrift" searched theirsouls,
puzzling whether somehow the woman's death 'might have been
avoided. But the accident did not, finally, s~em to 1ll:ea~ anything-unless, perhaps, that much in Navajo life did not mean
anything nowadays.
A trader vigorously cursed the whole, Federal administration
of relief. But when a truck carrying relief' supplies broke down
near his door, he stored those supplies-without charge-until
they could be moved again.
A missionary near Ramah had his own little relief. program.
He was an able administrator; he'd left his own successful business to come to this barren land. He was perfectly frank about
the obvious-that one big reason for his gifts to the Navajos was
to attract them into his church.
He asked me into his parlor, in his tiny isolated house.. and
sent his high-school-age son to go study in the kitchen. lie gave
me some-coffee. He asked me whether I was prepared to put my
other duties aside-:-I was government "sub-agent" working from
nearby Zuni. He asked me to join him .in his caplpaign against
Navajo bigamy.
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He could have been offended at what I answered him, he could
have thought I was tricking him" I said I was afraid-that the few
Navajos I knew with two wives, if forced to choose one, would
choose their younger, second, wives. I said I didn't want the
desertion of their elder wives on my conscience, any more than
on the Na'Vajos' own. I said I knew the Tribal Council had outlawed plural marriage-and that I still did not think that was a
good first "accomodation" or sacrifice for the Navajos to make
to our white American culture. I· said something vague about
"when they have found their own way.. ."
Perhaps the missionary gave me up as just not worth arguing
with-as the "false believer" he'd told me I was once before. -.
What he said now was, that he must respect my conscience.
He could have challenged me so very easily. He could have
asked me whether I thought the Navajos were finding their own
way. Or whether they were not simply waiting, sitting, alone.
earth seems to have one vast sweeping surface, fashioned sensuously by a giant thumb. Though des.ert, this
land is magnificent, and that Navajo is magnificent who builds
on the unbounded. There, where even the reddest cliffs seem
always distant, where the eye follows mile on mile of gently rolling table land, he lives in his tiny cluster of round cedar hogans.
In such a setting, the Navajos must seem a very practical
people to be making a living at all. Working in families or small
groups of families, they have possessed themselves wholly of the
earth tlley love. They have built both on lands of incredible
beauty and on lands gashed by ugly canyons or marred by dirty
yellow piled, stone. Where a Navajo rides against the sky, all
blemishes seem incidental, and all earth's surface is man's true
home..
Against such emptiness of land and sky, all personal.encounter
is charged with emotion. Navajos, meeting Navajos, seem to see
right through one another, as if each in imagination had lived
IN NAVAJO LANDS,

I
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the others' whole natures and lives. Yet they are gracefully fonnal
with one another, even reserved. There is lonelinesS in vision
such as theirs.
The Navajos proved once, clearly enough, that they have practical economic vision as well. American soldiers rounded them
up in the 1860'S and made them walk across New Mexico, to the
concentration camp that was Fort Sumner. Before they were
walked back again, the Navajos had to give up much of theiroid
ways,-their raiding, of course, though not many had been raiders, and their hunting and farming of lands the soldiers said
weren't theirs.
The Navajos kept their pride. Even today they give as much
as a third of their time to that joining of their thought and all_
their arts which we non-Indians can only call their "religion."
Any change was in externals. The men now wore standard Western clothing, and the women shining velvet and sweeping calico..
They changed, especially, their means of livelihood. They
learned weaving' and silversJJ1ithing. The strength and subtlety
of their design, displayed in these new arts, won them wide fame
and a little cash.
Their big effort went into sheep./Where before 'most had had
few sheep, now, saving with purpose, they covered all their land
with their yearly growing herds. They were self-respecting and
self-supporting; old Federal reports tell the story again and again.
The Navajos themselves multiplied, from perhaps eight thousand in 1870 to some sixty-five thousand t~ay. They kept themselves proud on what land the United States left them alone on.
It seemed to them that industry and thrift would be enough.
I don't know whether anyone ever warned them different,
whether anyone ever told them that land could be overgraze~.
Anyway their grass gave out, their land began to wash away.
\Vashingtonmade them sell sheep and slaughter goats......and· asked
their new Tribal Council to "agree." There was hunger and
idl~ness on the land.
.
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of Ramah; there are some seven
hundred Navajos. Their landis checkerboarded over. with white
men's holdings and fences. They live near green valleys that were
once theirs. They live where they can hear~not from most of
their neighbors, but from just enough--that they are "damned
Navajos," and that Hthe damned Navajos. won't work." Just often.
enough: I've heard it said when there were Navajos who 1 know
can talk some English, ten feet away. They never any of them let
on they had h~rd.
..
Ramah Navajo community is a one-room school, an empty
frame store, and a water tank in gray empty country. I always
wished fervently, as I drove over the last rise, that there might
be d!lPpled horses by the water tank and perhaps even a circle
of green Hlndianaftwagons. For if so, if I found Navajost4ere,
tltey would lend some warmth even to this.bleak land.
Ramah is the ~avajo community most studied by the anthropologists.
Or Ramah is long wagon roads, and a hundred-odd families
hidden away in their small clusters of miraculously tidy log-andbrush hogans. "What are the other Navajos doing?" they always
asked at Ramah._.They grazed their few sheep, in and around the
lava beds. They'd find occasional odd jobs or,. even aftcrso tnany
failures, a few might try dry farming again. They'd send their
delegate to meetings of the whole tribe's Council; what he had
to report seemed big but far away. For the Councillors meeting
at Window Rock could hardly prescribe what each small com·
munity may do for itself.
One day of each week I was supposed to drive the thirty miles
from Zuni and help the Ramah Navajos. The job need not be
entirely thankless; they had very much loved the man who had
my job befor~me, Walt Olson. When Walt told. them he' was
leaving, Ramah's leaders lookc.d as if he had slapped them and
they were going to cry.
_
Each summer Olson had used to pull the Ramah Navajo Co-op
NltAR TlIE ,MORMON TOWN
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out of the red withatwooay rodeo. The Gallup Independent
ran a nice story for Walt. There'd be a pretty fair turnout of
white ranchers and townspeople, and a wisecracking Indian
Service announcer with a loud speaker wired to his truck. Some
ranchers even entered the events, or challenge~ Navajos to
special races. Olson would jounce around ona big old gray farm
horse, trying to·niake order of what went on. But oocethe day
was underway, it was all Navajos-'fDineh"-Hthe People." .
Most Navajos are slender. AlmOst.~U moved gracefully, easily..
with the glad dignity of knowing they were alive. The old men,
inunmatche4 cast-off coat and pants perhapslsat alert on the
seats of their wagons, ready to spring to their ~eet for anye"dtemente The young men, in trim khaki, walked before the crOWd
with just the least comical pretense of bluster.. The drearily uni..
formed schoolchildren roughhoused together on. the ground.· A
few wOIIlenstill on Iiorseback circled 00 the ridge of the hill
above us, just moving, J1i.ding, breathing until the show began.
The Navajos arentt fanqriders. The todeowasonly an excuse _
for their family party. Befote I was ever~tationed in Zuni, Olson
had me down from Albuquerque to make change, fast. Because
most of the Navajos wou~ldn'tenter any event until they'd seen
someone else try it out first, or anyway until a bunch of them
bad got together and agreed they'd all compete; Then, suddenly,
with the event already under way, fifteen or twenty of them
would advance upon me where I sat in the pickup that was my
office, and I was supposed to make change and keep records and
50rtout separate pots all fast en~ugh so they could go on at once
to their contest.
I don't think many Navajos knew ahead of·time what they'd
be good at; they'd just try. I don't think ariyo£ them knew that
Iitde Bob Begay would be so good on a bucking horse. He was
just naturally graceful; it seemed he stayed on juSt because he
was so small. Again and~gain we-spectators would demand that
Bob ride another horse, or steer, or burro, picked out a$ promia..
.
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ing to kick lSpecially lively, and someone would pass the hat, and
at Ia$t Bob would come out and rid~ once more. Each dmehe'd
let himself go a litdemore extravagantly, flailing away with hilS
. spurs ~nd waving one ann aloft.. with every Navajo there and a
lot of us non-Indians cheering and laughing just as if he was a
kid in our own family.
Then someone had the idea of making Bah'lS brother Bill come
out and ride....Bill being a lot bigger than Bob because he went
to boarding IChool and ate. Of course Bill looked like a sack of
flout on the burro they chose for him. He managed to hold on,
though, and everyone laughed and cheered harder than ever.
We had Iauoing matches, we had calf-wrangling, we had wildcow-milking in whic~ the rider$ were a$ likely as not to find
they'd been sent out cbasing a steer instead. Tile Navaj~. . in
their wagons and their pickups, had circled all- around by the
corrals. They knew they'd have near as much fun watching- the
-Navajo cowboys trying to get some of the wilder animals into
the chutes, or trying to get out of the way, as they would just
watching the riders trying to stay on horseback for a few seconds.
We h'ad a tug-of-war in which the bright..skined women out·
weighed and, finally outt"tiggeCl the men who'd offered to pull
against them. The men had"known perfectly well what a chance
they were taking. They walked off the field grinning a· little
wryly, yet tipping their broad Stetsons to their friends' mock
plaudits.
There was a chicken-pull with each of two teams on horseback
striving to ride close enough to toss the "chicken" -a pi1lowinto a small corral. I swear that some of that day's riders changed
side$, again and again, so as to· force whichever team had the
Hchicken" back farther and farther from that corral, in wild
circles all over the field and even out behind the bills until at
last, all opposition exhausted as much from laughing and shout- .
ing as from the ride, one of them merely trotted in to victory.
,The community co-op store took a percentage of every purse,
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and sold cases of pop, as weUas whatever the Navajos might want
to cook at their campfires dotted all about th.e hillS..
On the third morning, slowly, the teams and wagoD$dragged
away. Men and women rode off straight and easy on hOJ:'$eback.
Behind them lay, desetiednow, Ramah's dreatY-tnonuments of
failure: the tiny school with ,itsappallingshack4:lotJJ1iiories, the
co-op store with its unstocked shelves, the meeting house where .
no one met.
men and women-Federal employees-had
knocked themselves out to do 'what they could for the Ramahs.
But, their best was not enough..,.my best would not be enoughwhere so many needs were' so desperate. Community leaders
seemed only to husbanc:!what 'lands and what strength their
people had, in'readiness for the day wheu,somehow, they could
see SOnte courseo£ action that would not endanger even that
little. Inevitably they had become more and more skeptical, increasingly hesitant to act at all.
InevitablYI!olitical issues had become unreal. The leaders dis..
--. puted a.bout which oftwo rival missions mos_t respected Navajo
.. tradition, and' which might best help them learn to deal with
white men. And, of aU things, the1fought, about whiehof two
Indian Agencies might. serve them, best-our 'Albuquerque
Agency, operating froth nearby Zuni, or the Navajo Service,
seventy miles away in Window Rock. Ramah's officers were com.mitted to us of Albuquerque-the more's the.pity.. For having
chosen us, they had to defend us. They knew by now that, we
could do little for them. So when they went in to Albuquerque,
they worked on "the Agent" until he exprcS$cd some vague hope
to do more next year. This was the lollipop to take home: To
Ramah, From the Agency, KindnesS of Richard Apodaca and
Anna Miguel.
Richard is slow to move, and I was ~low to .see the qepth of
his convictions. But Anna is inunediatelyto beseen~ Anna is a
SOME VERY GOOD
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wonderful woman. She had through mO$tof the past ten or
twelve year. been secretary and interpreter for Ramah, provider
of ideas, dilparager of ideas, politician extraordinary-and good
wife and- mother. She ii, incidentally, a most attractive woman
in her middle thirties, direct and poised in every personal relatiomhip, uneasy only when impersonal forces are more than she
can understand.
Anna has learned far more of how non-Ind,ians think, than
have any of her neighbors. She has worked often with anthro- \
pologists and with administrators, questioning their purposes
until she can explain to each Navajo they interview just what
they want and why. If asking Navajos the questions white men
can think up, and interpreting their answers,· gives any insight
into Navajo thinking, Anna knows her people too, as do few
others. She knows· all of this Ramah country,' and country far
beyond. But, HI don't know about these Navajo peop\e any
more," .she has told me, HI don't know what' they want."
. There is light in Anna's wryest smile, as indeed she can charge
every movement with grace. No more SO than most Navajo
women,. perhaps, she and they in their modest velvet.blouses and
calico skirts to the floor. I rather expect, too, an unclouded inquiring gaze like Anna's from any Navajo who has known
enough of us non-Indians to study us as· individuals. Anna, I
suppose, has really only one unique set-off to h~ grace: She has
a pronounced limp, from lack of medical care once. Even this
cannot make her walk seem anything' but direct and flowing.
Navajos' grace is grace regardless-regardless of physical setting
or, even, of their fear of the unknown ahead.
And there must be great fear for one in Anna's position-who
knows that no one can understand what she cannot grasp herself.
Not knowing "what these people want," not knowing "what is
going on," Anna must sometimes feel that action is.futileand
that those who pretend they can aid their people are fools who
must be stopped before they can destroy what remains.
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Anna has indeed fought down even her friends, w~entbey .
grew too .power~l. She has talkedc:iown every manager of tbe
co-op store, and" has conspicuously takellher trade elseWhere. ,- Yet over the years, -while all others 'have from time tQtime de-faulted. their leadership-Ben Luis to take jobs away from home,
Frank Fent to faim his wife's land in another community, Rich:
ard Apodaca to study out each new problem before he will pre;.
sume to lead-over the yeats Anna has continued t9 work with
the Ramah NavajOS.
She and her husband have devoted themselves tirelessly and
without pay to theenoJ'Uloqs task of enroUingschoolchildren
allover the unmapped countryside" whenever there are open..
ings in Indian boarding schools. They have indeed fought for
any project that hol<h hope for nloreschooling. Here is tbeposi..
_tive effort Anna ideritifies -herself with. There could _be ·no
---- political return adequate tq her devotion.
There are times, as Anna .says, when cOJJ1JRunity action quite
gets away from her. But always, -I think, shcs}tmbolizes the fears
and the unbelief, and-especially the fear of,unpelief, which must.
lie under all Navajo thinking today. Her ve1.l;..acceptancco{ Indian Service seems acceptance as of an eVil-ad-evil necessary for
the protection and the minor" benefits Indian Servants ~ayaf..
ford, and an evil simply preferable to the unknown until some
.far-off day when ~avajo education and experience may be seen
as equal to Navajo tasks.
T

_

I

THE NAVAJOS have great respect for Pueblom~gic. They admire

Pueblo or.ganization. They even ·marry into Pueblo -villages
sometimes-though for some reason- or other few Navajo men,
- at least, sta,y there for long.
The same week that Zuni Pueblo was entertaining "and feeding all comers, in its great winter dances, the Navajos wet-eon
relief.
-. The Navajos had known relief, not recently yet nots<> very
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longa-go. Uaually, "relief" meant ten pounds of potatoes or so,
at the end of an alI.-day ride. Word began to reach Ramah that
this time the baue would be- greater, but clearly, thU would have
to -be lCen. No Ramah Navajo had any idea what earavansof
trucks, bearing what mountains of food and clothing, had come
rumbling into Gallup from white Americam suddenly aware ~f
the Navajos. No Navajo had seen how Zuni's usual impassive
Federal employees. were running trucks early and late,.burrowing into the supplie$ in Gallup, staggering out with cases of food,
all with energy and imagination and obvious delight. (For at
last they saw aomething they could do for the Navajos.),
I hired a Navajo girl who'd married into Zuni, for the paper
work we had. to do.l don't know how long she'd been away from.
home, though sometimes she visited her mother there. I do know
she was Catholic-educated, and that she spoke Navajo rather
badly now. And I did see how appalled she was by the poverty
she now encountered. Mildred was competent in a variety of
ways. She Was kind, and hearty,.and smiling,.and sure of herself
-what we like to think of as average American, though o~ Navajo
blood. Shehad as many ideas as I, for how we could best organize
the clerical job at hand. She .did not seem to know at all, what
misery our labors would reflect.
. .J
.
She would know $Oon enough. Perhaps she did not reilly take
in what the first few Navajos told her, in answer to her questions.
But along about half an hour after we started, she found she was
crying. She had to fight back tears all that unending afternoon,.
The day was bitter cold. The old men and women came in
prepared to receive little. We crowded them. first into that bankrupt co-op store-iu rough wooden shelves clearly empty of any
supplies. They met only us two Federal form-fillers, me and the
Navajo girl they didn't know, behind our two typewriters. We
( fi)led in, for each applicant, three whole pages of forms. We required much standing in line. We asked questions most of which
must have seemed nonsense, about their most obvious needs.
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We checked olfeach member of each familyforageandcet1SUs
number. (For though what we would give them 'Wal from in..
d~vidualcitizens.biggOvernment and for that matter Red
') Cross, w6uld demand exactly these forms with notation of what
each applicant had aIreadyreceived-be£ore issuingtheJll any..
thing further.)
So here we went, and I knew all the reasons why. But ohhow
conscious I was of what a bureaucrat looks like. The Navajos and
Mildred and I went through the govem~ental routine together
-dead pan a~d without explaining·out·frame of mind. Giant
govemment must always look foolish for itsconcem with minute
c1etail. But as mere human being.....they must have asked them..
selves-did I p.ot know. co~ld I not see, Navajo need fO"r myself?
Only the utterly destitute stood. here in line, old Navajo
, grandmothers whose children had died ormoved away but whose
three. maybe· five, maybe eight grandchildren remained somehow to· be fed and clothed. Younger women, standing around,
had to answer most of my questions for them. At least they all
put up witbme in dignity; Navajos do not beg. At least, I
thought, they do not show me what this maybe doing to their
spirit. I could not openly embarrass them, and so need not feel
quite so embarrassed mys~lf.
They huddled close round the one wood stove, qpietexcept
as they reached Mildred ,and me, to answer our questions.
Finally. after explanation of whatever had particularly confused
them, and after the to-do of getting each old woman's clear
thumbprint-much hilarity there-we could direct thetnoutof
the store and to the meeting "house lor tbe actual issue. There
. they would: beas~ed only, What. of all .the goods spread before
them all over the Boor, did they want for the cbitSwe had given
them?
. I knew the first grandmother who stood in my line pretty well.
I remember her air of cynical resignation-how she seemed to be
trying me olit in behalf of her comriui'nity, rather than beseech~
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ing my pity for her desperate need. And ceriainly I shall not
forget her dumbshow, after she got the food we had for her.
Two weeks' Jupplies for her and for her six young grand'children was quite beyond anything she.itad t.expected. It was,
furthermore, far too much for her to carry; she loaded it onwooden boards useless for her journey home butadinirabIe for
display~ She hauled her boards over the .snow to the co-op, to
where the other grandmothers still stood in li~e, and thrust open
the door in triumph.
There was astonishment in the erowd then. There was the
muttered conviction that we must have made a mistake, then
the certainty that the Navajos would be made to pay eventually
for whatever they took. There was the question directed at me,
Did this really come from individual Americans and not from
Washington? From individuals, I told them again, and astonishment was expressed the louder. There was firm agreement at.
last, that since no one in line had anything that eouid be taken
in payment, all might as well take what was so unbelievably
offered. And always there was chattering excitement anew when
another grandmother was seen through the windows, come to
display what she bad been given.
'J
There was fear expressed, some urgency now in crowding up
toward our tables, lest the supply be exhausted before all could
be served. There was, finally, the laughter of shock and of belief
turned topsy-turvy, laughter because suddenly white people had
thought of the Navajos. That laughter w~nt on the~ through all
the long afternoon, like that of partisans saved suddenly and incomprehensibly from sure political defeat, sure of their victory
now, yet ready for new amazement at each added confirmation.
Such unaccountable reversal to all experience can be understood .
only ~s slapstick.
If, from first questionnaire to last sack of beans, that issue of
relief was an overwhelming experience to the Navajos, it was,
incidentally,~ overwhelming enough for us on the job. Perhaps
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we could hardly have fa~led tosharetbe Navajos'excit~ment.
We weren't hungry ourselves. But for us too these sudden gifts
from all over the nation could seem only some monstroUS whim.
Government's. requirements. -and the nation's generosity#. both
were forces outside Navajo understanding. We were somehow
responsible for explaining:""'what? .
T~E NAvAJoscircledarol.Jnd school and co-op long after

they

could have statted for home. They had no trouble arranging
how to carry the food ~ey had been given; anyone with a wagon
would be sure to help those who had come 00 horseback. They
stayed to talk. I stayed to see them and )tear them-and to try to
match up left and right shoes we had, to give out another day.
On my way home at last, I kept passing the people's wagons.
They would pull over to the right()£!J.1e tuttedroad,and I would
somehow pull p~t on their left. They would laugh, and I would
laugh.."High on die dark hills I saw old men and women riding.
-They waved, I honked.
When I reached home, I was exhausted. Navajo relief had
been a good hard daytime job all week-and I'd been$tayirig~p
most of the nights at the Zuni dances. So when I found Ben Luis
waiting for me, I was appalied.
But then I knew there was nothing I wanted more, at that
moment, on that night,than to -taik· to such ahatd-headed, toughminded young Navajo as Ben._
Or at least to let him talk, about what the day had meant to
him. Ben is a Navajo whom a few whites callarrogant.- I think
maybe they're put off by the black fire of his eye, or even by' the
extra-o~dinary red darkness of his taut cheeks. A lot olgood businessmen have hired Ben, or trie4 awfully bard to. But I
couldn't ask even Ben to share the burden of my pitying bis
people.
I thought of telling him why I never ,visited the homC$ of his
people. How I could stand to see their misery all right, if I AAd
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to. How I had gone into Navajo hogans often enough in communities 1 was just passing through.. But how 1 could not look
the people of Ramah in the eye, week after week, once they knew
I had $ten their misery.
1 don't think I wanted to say, "Look at me, Ben, how sensitive
I am." 1 think I wanted to say, "Look, Ben, this is a little silly of
me, it's why I'll never be much good working with Navajos."
I thought of telling him simply, that I felt good going to Zuni
dances because they're,.,good theatre-because if the Zunis saw
how moved I was, they could simply be glad to have entertained
me. Whereas the only time I ever went to a Navajo dance, it
$eemed to me 1 $aW such naked pride and despair struggling ·in
such precarious balance, that I got out of there and got drunk.
Maybe I was just sentimentalizing. Maybe I'd have done better
to tell Ben .about it all, and .get the poison of pity out of my
system. Bu~.what good would my pity be tc:fhim, either? What
really could I do abOut these people I pitied-unless somehow
I could help them undertake something for thentSelves?
Anyway, I did not talk of my own ideas or emotions that night.
I listened toBen.
He told me he figured his community might have three or four
thousand dollars coming in that winter, in Red CrOss and government relief checks. I told him three or four thousand was a
.minittU1_~; he nodded his agreement soberly.
He- said that even three or four thousand dollars was something new in Ramah. He said there must be something the
people could do for themselves, to make part of that money stay
in the community so it would do double duty.
I talked late'with Ben.
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WHAT IS POSITIVE IN VEBLEN? "
HORST~IN VEBL:EN

was a controversial figure during'
• ..Jt.is lifetim.'e. Despite.the fac.t
he h.".as...beendead.•. n<>w. a.••.
.htde over twenty-five years, the controversy . has not
abated. Just within the past few years such diverse students
Lloyd Morris.. Morton G. White, Henry Steele C9nunager,C.
Wright Mills, and David Riesman have felt called upon to give
new interpretations of Veblen and his work. From their expressions there seems to be. no more agr~eme~t now than ;twenty-five,
'. years ago on just what Veblen did have to contribute to modem
social thought.
Ina new introduction written byC. Wrigbt Mills fora Mentor
edition of The Theory of the Leisure Cla$$JMr. Mills stated;
.

th~t

as .

~

We must remember that we could not entertain, at leaSt not so easily,
such criticisms and speculations had Veblen not .written* And that is
his real and lasting value: he opens up our minds, he gets us "outside
the whale," he makes us see through theoffidal sham. Above all! he .
teaches us to be aware of the crackpot basis of the rea1i~n:tof those
practical Men of affairs w)to would lead us to honorificdeStruttion.

Mills suggests that V~blen'$ major contribution was an iconoclasm in viewing the economic-social structure that all of us
would be well advised to take in at least moderate dosage~ Although Mills does attribute to Veblen some positive contributions, a negative iconoclasm seems to him to be the Iilajot::va1ue.
Morton G. White comes to about the satneconclusion.. that Veb...
len, along with Holmes, Robinson, Dewey, and Beard, repre..
sented a revolt against an earlier narrow forma1ismin lOCial
thought. They smashed the idols of nineteenth-century .$Oclal
thought on a wholesale basis. This skepticism was valuable, but
1.47
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White U explicit in insisting that Veblen, along with the others,
had little of a ~itive nature to contribute.
What is probably meant to be the m~t devastating criticism
yet made of Veblen is that of David Riesman in his volume on
VebJen in The Twentieth Century Library. The whole study
was ~~IlY a thinly. disguised annihilation of Veblen by char..
acter asaassination. Unfortunately Riesman went at his work in
the fashion of a literary critic ;rather than of a social scien~t.
Literarycriticismdiffers in characterfrom objective examination
of social ideas. Often in literary criticism the attempt is to locate
the origin of the novel or other literary work in the background
of the author's personal experience. This i~ a valid approach be..
cause the best literature is a mixture of fact and fancy - fact from
author's life experience and fancy from his imagination..
Running down these threads is the fond endeavor of the literary
critic. What is the'peculiar psyche of the author? is the perennial
unanswerable question of the literary' critic. But this type of
enterprise has little value in a positive analysis of social thought. .
It has abOut the same value as examining the inner yearnings of
a physicist in order to understand his physics.
Ideas do have a rea1i~y and existence of their own in the cui- .
tural stream. We are, $OCial scientist and all the rest of US, both
cognitively as well as emotionally conditioned in that culture.
The training of t~e social scientist is a: part of his cognitive conditioning and it is in this process that he gets his ideas and roots
of new ideas which he may contribute to the stream of social
thought. Thus, it would appear legitimate to trace ideas to their
forerunners to show how the new ideas are a combination of
preceding independently existing ideas. But asking "What am 1'.
and "Who was Veblenu questions, meaning not the flesh and
blood Veblen and his very definitely stated ideas, but the mysterious and real Veblen in a dualistic Platonic sense is a question
for metaphysics and 'not for science.
Unfortunately Mr. Riesman became so involved in an attempt

the
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t.O loca.te all. of yebl.en's ideas r.:
. ~. n so.me. pc.rsona.li. ty.lack.'. tha.
. t. he..
seems to have missed. thecoher~t system ofthought whIch Veb-.
len did hold. This may accoun~ffo:rhisconc1usionthat Veblen's
contribution was "his way of s~eing,uthatthel'ealcontdbution
was "the intangible assets that have comed~WJltOu~. his books
and his personal style ••. thepowet of ideas and of personality'"
From the contexto£ th~ complete study it is clear that Riesman
sees as the greatest of these, personality, and it. rather ublack" one
at that.
Not all of these recent examinations have been on the negative
side, but those which have brought the most attention have been.
Today, of course, valid criticisms can be made of.Veblen.in the
light of the advanceo£ social inquiry which has taken place since
Veblen was studying the passing scene. Noone can defend his·
useofa unilinear concept ofsocial evolution, but such a savagery..
barbarism--civilization classification was not yet discredited
anthropology when Veblen was at work. Likewise his use of
instinct, in a very vague manner it should be added, cannot be
sustained today. But instinct psychology was .still.stylish as late
as the nineteen-twenties. An economist Can hardly be held re, sponsible for not advancing the psychological front. Likewise
Veblen's concept of the immediate and direct impact of machine
technology on the habits of thought of those .exposed tathe
machine process was off in detail, although Veblen is not as far
off on- this point as at first it might appear. Science and technology, in ~ insidious manner, seem to alteraur wholepattem
of habitual behavior, and as will be shown later, tend to erode
barnacle-encrusted cultural habits, leaving~ sUnpler, more direct
cultural structure~ FurtheIl,.llore, hisconcepto£ the ·business cycle
cannot be ~en as it standstoday. But at a tbnewhen the keepers
of the received economic thought were not even concerned with
such matters, his analysis stood out as an advance, bringing eco"
nomic thought some distance closer ~~ that reaUtyfor which it
purports to be an explanation. However, no matter ~ow valid
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these criticbnlJ~ they are all recognized and admitted by students
more favorably inclined toward Veblen and his work.
IfS<),itmight well be asked, is there anything worth while in
Veblen? Did he haveanythingpositivc- to offer to ~ial thought?
Surely there' must have been $OJllething worthwhile in the mass
of effort put forth, other than hu perwnhlity, or his iconoclasm,
or his literary attainments. The fact that his work has,attracted
<and continues to attract so much attention indicates that there
must also he something positive in his contributions. An ironic
style and a passion for the florid, phrase would be insufficient
alone to sustain the interest of the social scientist through all of
these years. There would~em to be much evidence that Veblen
was the most unique and original social thinker American culture has contributed to the world stream of social thought.
Among American economisu, Veblen is one of the few who have
attracted the attention of the trade outside the A1l).erican continent. Iil two comparativelyre..cent English studies of the
development of economic thought, Veblen along with J. B. Clark
is singled out for major treatment~
by C. E. Ayres, Veblen was a systematic
thinker, but not a systematic writer. He at no time set doWn in
one place what might be called, for want of something better, a
Principles of Institutional Economics. Yet running throughout
his work is one major theme - the distinction he made between
workm'lnship and exploit. The first chapter of his first book,
The Theory of the Leisure Class,' sets out to makethisdistincdon. In The Instinct of Workmanship he traces this dichotomy
throughout the cultural history of mankind.
.
In The Theory of the Leisure Classj Veblen made his famous
. distincti~n between !erviceable employmeJ].ts and exploit: Ex..
ploit is honorific while serviceable employments are equated
with drudgery and low status. On this foundation he constructed
the whole theme of the leisure class. The men who deal with
AS POINTED OUT
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the occult forces with which a community sees fit to contend are
rewarded with a large share of the wealth resulting 'uomthe
efforts of the community at large. Labor carriMQut with dOse
attention to mattet..cf·factdetailand which invblves a minimum
of spiritual intimidation, is rewarded at aratber low 1te.
The man of exploit must place his gains in evi.denc~-- con·
spicuousconsumption - testimony to his proWess inconitending
with the animistic forces which stand over
community. This
theme is ~rried out in great detail, ~nd Veblen traces its-multitudinous Cultural nmi,ifications.
In The Instinct o/Workmanship Veblen traces the ~terwork
ing of these two forces from a primitive, ratherpeace£UI, culture
to the present pecuniary culture cltaracterbticof the w~tern
communities. In The Theory 0/ Business Enterprise he makes '
the distinction between business and industry, the form tbattbis
cultural~dichotomy takes in the pecuniary' culture. He contends
~at at the same time that tools wer~ used to produce goods, they
were through ownership madeihe, basis ofa whole system of
status in which reward was in accordance With the status position
held by the individual.
In short, tools serve two purposes, they arematter-of·fact instrumentsof production in a technologically $trUctured$ys~em
of organization and they are also the basis of ownership claimS
in a power..criented system of graded men. The latter at best
might permit production to proceed ,unobstructed, but by it$
very nature could in no way be the genesis of production.. At
worst, ~epowerstructure might ,incapacitate the full utilization
of the technologically organized structure.. If profit margins be~
came so low that they threatened the ~lvency of the statusstructure as found in a corporation, the industrial wheels .might be
, sabotaged to m.aintain corporate.profitland the corporate hierarchy. ,
This dichotomy which Veblen stressed so,much is his grand
theme. Not the literary histrionics, the irony, the bitterness, the

the
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neuroticism, or the many other things that Mr. Riesman and
others of his bent seem to think they find in Veblen. He was,
after all, an economistand not a literary<llIlan or a sociologist or
a student of character. His central concern was with the Cultural
force. which shape and bend and direct economic development.
As C. E. Ayre& haJ contended, "Veblen got hold oEan idea which
may yet prove to be aJ fundamental for economics (and perhaps'
for the social sciences generally) as the idea of elemental substances was for chemistry. This is the idea of the presence in all
culture of two quite different tendencies: that of 'workmanship'
and that of 'ceremonialism: "
Mr. Riesman views this dichotomy, however, as the result of
some unconscious urge which is traceable to' the influence of
Veblen's supposedly overbc:aring father and sympathetic .and
indulgent mother. Thus, the implication is that it was a kind of
whim peculiar to the personality of yeblen.But this isn't ·soO'
This dichotomy came from Veblen's study of other cultures as
found·in the work of the anthropologists. He frequently wrote
without citation, as noted by Riesman, but the citation is sufficient to leave the origin of his'ideas quite clear. Veblen w~ a
student of the lVork of Spencer and Gil1en~ Frazer, TyIor, Boas,
as well 'as.many others. A short perusal of only the notes to
Chapter 11of The Instinct of Workmanship will make this clear.
The technology-ceremonial distinction 'which Veblen used is
implicit in the works of these men. The anthropologist readily
separates that. part of the culture which is ceremonial from the
work-day affairs of the primitive community. Of course, the community makes no such separation and these two aspects of culture
exist side by side in what Veblen called a ·'cultural symbiosis."
AIl of this is very clear in the work of Malinowski, with some
of which Veblenw~ familiar. As 'Malinowski has stressed, for
example~ tbe Trobriand Islander was extremely proficient in a
, multitude of activities. He made a careful selection of seed taro, '.
be distinguished between soils, literally he cultivated with grub-
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bing care, he paid due heed to the seasons, knew the value of
rain, and the necessity for strong fencingagailUtb¥~hpigs~ The
whole community was organized instrpmentally in line with
these activities. But such organizationwascwidentIynot enough
to the Trobriander. 'The technological activity was punctuated
throughout by magic ceremonies, placating the ancestral 'Spirits
with .which the Trobriander felt he had to contend. 'In this
activity only certain individuals, and·~then only oil being duly
certified by virtue of possession of mystic powers, participated.
Status and vestiture of rank decided who perfol'JIled the magic.
The same considerations governed distribution, of· wealtb. The .
chief of the village of Omarakana took the largest single portion.
of the taro crop_
Thi$ differential grading was symbolized by the markeddif~
ference in the sizes of the yam houses in the village. it was :with
all activities. In the trading activity known as the kula, front the
construction of a canoe through the conduct of a successful
journey to Dobu, there was a mixture ofmagic and .tnatter..of·faCt, .
or exploit and workmanship. Likewise there was a differential
grading of the individualparticipantsdownwards from a near 100 .
percent ritual purity to an almost, but notquite,abscnceo£ such
mysterious force. To be entirely. without woulcJ mean to lack
membership in Trobriand society.
Not only Malinowski has- called attention to these two diverse
but simultaneous aspecuof culture. The distinctloncan· be
found among the Aronta: the Mandan, the Coorgs·pf Inaia, the
Tikopia, and all other obServed cultures. Evidently here ba
universal characteristic of culture, and Veblen clearly saw its
significance for a better understanding of our own economy.
What is significant in Veblen is the meaning implicit in- this .
dichotomy for human well-being. As Vebl~n well understood,
the status hierarchy by its- very nature must remain static. Mar,.
riage must be50lemnized over and overagahl by the same ceremonial, performed in the same fa$hion by the same ceremonially

So
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adequate master pf ceremonies, said in the identical ceremonial
words. It cannot be carried out in a petfunct~rymannert slipping
a few cogs in the process. If thushould ocenr the marriage would
not be adequate ceremonially-the couple subject to the tite
would not acquire those mysterious properties that make them
man and wife. For such reasons ceremoniali'sself-preserving.
Not so technology or workmanship. As the anthropologist well
understands, culture$· grow through. invention and' diffusion.
Th04e aspeCf$O£ .culture 'which we call'technologicai are peenI~ly susceptible to 'Combination. By combining tools in new
"- ways, the sum total of technology is expanded, and by just such
a' process culture grows. This process .led from a primitive paleolithic age of flint and stone to the atomic age. The future wellbeing of mankind must be uniquely related to the unfettered
continuation of this process. Veblen focused a large measure of
attention on this process
and contended that if these ways of
organizing the human enterprise were extended to all activities,
to the detriment of the ma~s of earlicrt' ceremonialism still clinging to the cultural wheel, welfare would be advanced. But, he
said, we have no assurance that our society will make such an
a~vance. He expresses this clearly at the end of The Theory of
Business Enterprise. "Which of tbe two antagonistic factors may'
prove the stronger in the long run is something of a,blind guess;
but the calculable future seems to belong to one or the other."
Veblen has this positive contribution: 'As science and tech- ,
nology advance and encompass all of human activity, or rather,
intrude themselves into those areas still reserved for ceremony,
the human enterprise will flourish.
The things which separate the world at present are differences
over systems of status and differential grading. No one is quib='
blingover the most effective means of organization to produce
steel. Within the western world this has meant renewed faith in
the virtue of pecuniary activity. For a good many cenr-uries the
western w~rld has been familiar ,With capitalism as.. a system of
,
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differential status. Oddly, all societies,seem t4Place their faith in
those mysterious. tribal forces, belief "in which evidently 'bgenerated by the social structure itself-the peculiar force of the .
mores. The so-called religious revival in western culture can be
considered anintensificationoftrlbal worship, which seems
always to occur when tribal ceremonialism .i$·threatened .from
without. Evidently the same kind of phenomenon" has taken
place within the communist orbit.. Orso tbeglass-enc1osedmau.,
soieQInS in the Kremlin would indicate.
But it is just not true that, as Joseph SChumpeter put it, Hthe
victories .•. in the offing ••• over cancer,.syphilis, and tuberculosis will be as much capitalist achievements as motorcars or pipe "
lines or Bessemer steel have been.n Neithel' capitalism, nOr
soc~lism, nor communism, nor any other system of organized
belief in the peculiar .superiority and efficacy of some system of '
status is the key to human progress. Mankind £rom timeitnmemorial h~ ascribed all progress to the mysterious qualities of
the "tribal ways." But if we survive iiwill Dot be because of the
ceremonial tribal ways but because we continue and enlarge the
long parade of cultural history which we call science and technology and which Veblen ca.1led workmansbip. R.ecognition of
this social fact is the positive contribution of Veblen. '.
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THE FOX
~a~ORANG~ BODY o~ ~e fox lay in the wet green grass

.l~~ ::~~::h=~~~~:=~~:~
':~~~;
it -

gray bubbles on
stuck thnidly between the small, white
teeth. The"white fur of its belly reached clear to the chin where
it WM like a napkin, tucked fastidiously.
Marion stuck the toe of his boot up against the.£ox's back and
'hoved gently. He was lighting his pipe a$ he did so, and when
he shook his match, the wind had already blown it out, but
Marion continued to shake it anyway, a meditative look on his
long, brown face.
"It's a beautiful •• :' puff puff "animal," Marion said. The two
dogs bounced up against the back of his legs, making him push
his stomach forward, but Marion didn't even look around. .
UBut they that live by the sword. • :' I said, sensing that
Marion felt a certain way about the fox.
"By the tooth," he went on, "shall die by the number four
Shot:' He took his pipe out and squinted over my back as I tied
my boot string. His face looked almost cherry brown in the dusk,
and the sky behind his head was a turquoise color, going pale at
the rim. of trees on the horizon. I guessed he was, 100king at
Eleanor and I turned around, still squatting over my boot.
('Oh, he's a nice ond" Eleanor said, wiping" her red hands on
her dress and then pulling her hair out of her face and grinning.
"Now, maybe my chickens can have some peace:'
Marion and I both tumed al:ld looked at the chicken house;
having forgotten, for the moment, why w~td killed the fox.
"It just im't at all like killing an old coon. When it's on a cold
156
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night it makes you think it's all right." Marion was in a strange
THE FOX

and sensitive mood.
"It's getting cold enough'" I said.
"Yes, but the sunshine.. :'
.
HAnd the dogs followed him all right?" Eleanox-said,' blowing
hern9se on a big ban~nna handkerchief and tallditg through
it still held at her face. \
., .
.
"Like he Was ape~nalfriend," Marion said, and again I
noticed a faraway look in hisey~. Eleanor might have thought
he was looking ~t the chicken house,' b~t I could see he was
looking over it, at the sky behind, and the dark clouds as they
stirred over the trees..'
flMaybesnow tonight," I said, nodding at -the 'sky.
Marion blew through the barrel of his shotgun and looked
through it against the white of the chicken house.
_
.
"I've seen that fox a dozen tilJles," he said through his pipe,
and still gazing in the breech.
"Won't see him anymore," Eleanor laughed, hugging her arms
and shivering.
"Over there on the hill rim:" Marion went on, holding each
section of his shotgun ina different hand. f'I'dsee him come out
and pause there when I was doing my chores of .~ll1()rning.He·d
look at me and I'd look at hiro. For maybe two, three"seconds,
. and then he'd disappear. Just melt away all oEa sudden, like he
was magic:' .
._
"I think he'ssendmentalabout that fox," Eleanorsaid through
chattering teeth as she looked' at me. Her eyes were creased and
good-natured in the wind, and she smelled of woodsmokefrom
the big stove.
"'Vell, rUskin him, I ·guess, and •• }' Marion took his hat off
and ran his hand through his hair, "and I guess you can roast
him up."
"I can what?'~Eleanor said.
"Roast himup.H Marion had turned his back and was leaning
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o.vcr pickl.'ng. Up the.fOx's..body,'hOlding i.t UP.'. by its hind l~
so that the front paws almost touched the grass.
I
"I wiUnot. Are you out of yout mind, Marion? Whoever
heard of eating a· fox?"
Marion turned around and gazed at her for a moment and the
sun went behind a cloud, shrinking our shadows up to our boots.
"They're a good, clean animal,'~ Marion $aid. I'Why not?"
.1,Vhy, I've never heard of it," Eleanor $aid. Ult'd be like eating
adog/'
.
Marion looked at his dogs as they sniffed the ~ead fox's nose
and then be nodded. "Yes, I guess you're right, there. Come to
think of it, rve never heard of it, either."
He started to (arry the fox down behind the chicken house to
skin it. Eleanor walked back up to the house, still hugging her
arms. Then Marion turned back to me,\I'You want to help?"
he said.
UNo, I guess i'l1 go down that guIley and try to kick a rabbit
out. From now on, rabbits should be 'thicker'n ever with that
fellow gone." .
\
. Marion nodded and turned away~nd his dogs squirmed
tbroughthe fence when they saw me climb it, and the three of
us went out into the back pasture,
two rabbits. I got the first and missed the second
one. By then, it was mostly dark, even high up on the pasture,
and when we walked back lcould see afire that Marion had built
behind the chicken house.
Only, upon coming closer, the flame almost disappeared andwhen I came up to it I saw that it was merely an old cherry stump
that Marion had decided to burn oUt this evening. Beside it
stood a quart can of gasoline he ha~ primed it with. The stump ,
burned grudgingly, roasting at the edges, and when Marion
turned around to greet me, a few snow drops had settled against
my face.
WE KICltED UP
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"Get anything?" he asked.
I.tooktherabbit out and laid it beside the fox's bod.¥t jwhich
~ , Marion hadn't started to skin yet."rve: been doing my ctiorest
he said, when he saw me looking at the fox.
,I
Then he lighted his pipe again and the last cup of Iight~eeped
out of the-sky. It was so dark, I couldn't even see the chicken
house ten feet away. Marion picked up the can and sloshed some
more gasoline onto the 'stump and'the flame lighted up tJ:te .grass
around us and the bodies of the foxaitdthe rabbit.
"That oughta burnt Marion said throllgh his pipe.
I warmed 'my hands at the stump ~nd M~ion wiped his knife
on his pants and turned toward' the\two,dead animals. ····Maybe
this rabbit is the t;abbit the fox would've killed if we hadn't
killed the fox. first."
"Huh?"
Marion looked at me soberly and repeated what he'd said.
"Boy, you're sure making a lot out of just killingafox,u I
grunted, crouching and watching thestump,as it held the flame
like a pot dancing, red flowers.
"He Was a beautiful fox," Marion $aid. HOnen. I've seen him
on that rim out there, just coasting along •• ,. like he wasn't even
touching the earth. Rewas likeaghostf Redand;quiet and wild."
UNot so quiet," I said. "I've heard him bark a' few times~"
Marion held the fox's head 1,lpand opened the mouth. Then,
he lifted the tabbit's body and fastened it between the teeth and'
squatted there for a moment looking at it, like a .little boy
playing.
Then ~e kind of laughed~ snorting through his nose, and he
threw the rabbit's body aside and tookoneof,the fox's front
paws and stuck-his knife blade in, J;ight behind the heel.
"He's sure a fat one," Marion_said.
He worked silently and while he was busy with the fox, I
skinned the rabbit and cleaned it out. Every now andtben I
looked up at the, back window and I could see Eleanor feeding
,

.

of
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the baby or wal~ng over to the sink. The wind had picked up
and the snow wasfaUing a.}ittle more heavily.
. ('Yo,-f want to caU your dogs for these rabbit guts?" I !aid
when rd finished.
Marion stood up and called Eleanor three times, before she
came to the dopr, and then he "told her to let the dogs out of the
shed. Ina· moment they were chomping down the remains df
thetabbit"
Marion watched the dogs for a minute and then he said:
"Still, if I was a fox, I'd want to. go that way. Quick, by a
hunter. Just the way my victims went!'
"That's right/' I said. "It's the best way. What's the matter?
Don't you feel good?"
Marion looked at me steadily for a moment and then he sighed
and said that he felt all right.
Then I $a.w'that the fox's body wasn't right. I went over and
felt its belly. "Let me have your pen knife," I said to Marion.
HWell, what do you know!" he said, when I'd slit the fox's
belly open. There ~as a fistful of babies in her pouch - the
size of mice and as white and heavy as small lumps of lard.
HYou're a hell of a farmerl" I said to him, laughing.
He laughed too, only not very loud, and then - still clutching .
his pipe - he nudged the fox's body with his boot and spoke the
namel of his dogs. Eagerly they chomPed at the corpse, their
heads nodding and their small eyes bUnking with the beginnings
ofsatiety.
"That's the way we all should go," Marion said.
It surprised me, his saying that.
Then we walked up towards the kitchen for supper and before
he open~d the door, I saw Marion tum andl>glance at the two
shadows of the dogs as they ate by the burning ~tump.
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m

ars MOaNING-more than a quarter-century afterward
-i$dark W.,.ith. $ultryrain, but the daY. I. d.rove. to .p.eter....
borough W~$ a deep summer day full of sun and cIcadas.
It was August 22, 1929, and I remember it well. I was nineteen
years aId and, self-invited, I was on my way to see Edwin Arlington Robinson. ~
, Robinson in his sixtieth year was then the most eminent poet . ~
in America. I suspect he was tbatall his working life,fr.oDl the
189O·s to his death in 1935; but'my point is that at the time of
my pilgrimage he bad recently come into general acceptance 'as
head man inwhat he once termed bisnunaccredited profession/'
Among his few elders, ·Edwin Markham had a decorative and
George Santayana (as poet) a spurious value. Among his near..
contemporaries~ Edgar Lee Masters and Vachel Lindsay and Carl
Sandburg were not· sustaining the excitement of theireadiet,
best work; Amy Lowell bad died four years. before; the first
Collected Poems of Robert Ftost, which wouldcousolidate
his
.
.

ChaJ.lenge fQr eminence, was still a.. year Jway. Am.on.•gyounge.:.t
poets there were several.whohad real fafte-forexample, Edna
Millay, Elinor Wylie, Sara Teasdale, and- Robinson Jeffers; and
Stephen Benet the year before bad published John· Br()wn~$
Body; butWilIiamCarlos Williams and Wallace Stevens and E..
-E. Cummings and Marianne Moore and even the expatriated
Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot were not in 1929 ,publicly famousthey were not even in terms ·of poetry 'widely read or really
assessed and established; they were not assimilated. Everybody;
having just forgotten Hilda Conkling, knew-about another child..
poet named Nathalia Crane, but f~ had heard ofa young man
161
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named Hart Crane•.And there were, as always, the annual strong
boys whose name$ you don't remember now. '
Everybody at last had heard ab:out~obinsonsince the success
two years before of Tristram. His sparse way ~f life,. though
ea$ed, was not essentially different. His way of writing had not
altered; and there were still some critiC$ who disapproved of it
ot', at least, preferred other poets'. Nevertheless Robinson as
American poet then had incomparably the status of great,and
famous man; his life, like that August day,; had come to high
tide of summer.
How 1 felt that day had been said, exactly forty years before,
by Rudyard Kipling in a letter written out of Elmira, New York,
to India:
.
You are a contemptible lot over yonder. Some of you are Commissioners and $Ome are Lieutenant-Governors, and somf; have the
V.C., and a few are privileged to walk about the MaU'armin arm
with the Viceroy; but I have seen Mark Twain this golden morning,
have shaken his hand ••• and talked with him for more than two
hours! Understand clearly that I do not despise you; indeed, I don't.
I am only very sorry for you, from the Viceroy down•••• ~lessed is
the man who finds no disillusion when he is brought face to face
wi,th a revered writer.

I was-I insist upon attention to the fact-nineteen years old;
for, on this black, wppingmorning so long afterward I cannot
avoid divulgence of exactly what I~was up to. I had written an
essay on Rob~nson'swork, ,a largely ecstatic essay to be published
that autumn in an undergraduate ~agazirie. I had then dis..
covered that Pet~rborough, New Hampshire, where Robinson
sp.ent his summers at the MacDowell Colony, Was only seventy
miles fr()tt1 Haverhill, 1\fassachusetts, where I spent !11ine. I had \
then Written him a letter in which I said-simply-that I should
like to call on him and show him my essay and find out what·~e
thought of it.
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Among my yellowed notes which still' preserve the details
. of all this I find just here one tiny glimpse of grace: ·'1 waited
for an' answer nervously and with expectation .·of being
disappointed."
Peterborough N. H.
August 18; 19~9
- Dear Mr. Scott,
I shall be glad to see you here any tiIlle berore the·middle' of
September~rit'may be more convenient for'youtose~me in Boston
after that time. If so" a word sent to 257 West Newton Street will find
me. I should be glad see your article.
Yours sincerely
E. A. R.obinson.

to

Over Peterborough the first mountains were 'hazed lavender
in the August noon. Roads ~oiled nphilland ,fled zigzagging
do~ between green slopes of shade, and then beyond the town
there was the MacDowell Colony---itsstudios hiqden 'and scat·
teted among the woods but the square, whiteColonY'Hall &onting the road. So there I was, mOre nervous now" thin, with wavy
yellow hair, pimpled. face, the manuscript of my essay. andnve
of Robinson's book$. Also, I may have been hungry, but stopping
for lunch that day would have seemed mea wild waste .of life.
, The emptiness of the big room in the Hall was frightful, and
helplessly I returned to the open'veranda•
. I spotted a tall man coming across a field. For an instant I
thought he might be Robinson,whose-.face I knew intimately
from the photographs I had clipped and which were, in tact, ,
right there with me-pasted on the endpapers of those' boob; .
but the
came nearer and I saw he was not. ~e gave me
directions'to the 'Veltin' Studio, thensaid"'Of course, -you know
Mr. Robinson isn't to be disturbed."
HI didn't 'know, but :rm not sure what to do. I' bad a letter
from. .Mr. Robinson saying to come 'any time before the middle

to

man

. • Forpermis.sion to publishltobin.on lenersIn thU ~y laJJlgratdully .indebted .
. 'to Mrs. Ruth Nivison, Head ~ide, Maine.
,' .
.
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of Septembet-and I wrote him saying I would come about
two dc10ek tbis·afternoon/'
.
HAre you by any'cbance the young~an frOJIl Haverhill? ~ . ;
Oh/yesl Mt;...Robinson was speaking of your ·letter the other
night at dinner. I had had a similar letter from a fellow down
Maine. Well, wait a minute. Mr. Robinson sometimes comes up
with his lunch basket about this time."
Ten minutes went by before the tall man reappeared and said
uru go down with you" j and we drove a. narrow road into thick
pine and hemlock .woods. It was quiet there and cool. ,He said
his name was "Brown-that doesn't mean anything." He kept
looking off through the trees in case Robinson were on his way
to the Halt; He said, "I thought that if you had an appointment
with Mr. Robinson you'd have told me. If we didn't keep tourists
OUt we'd be pestered to death. At the Hall, Mr. Robinson and
I share opposite bedrooms. And tbe other day a woman got up
in there and wanted nothing less than to get into Mr. Robinson's
!
. .
.
.
room and lay her hands on his bedI"
.
.
\ He told me to stop the car down a hillock near a studio built
heavily of boulders. "You know," he said, "we've not daylightsaving time here, so ies only about one o'cl~k. Mr. Robinson
may be eating his lunch. I'll go in and see:' I was alone again,
waiting in the car, and empty with not having known _about
standard time.
Mr. Brown came back witlt a tallish, spare-built man in gray
who peered up. the hillock through plain spectacles. When I
reached them, Mr. Robinson said No, I wasn't intruding-if I'
didn't mind watching him eat lunch; had I had mine? I said
I had. Mr. Brown nodded and departed, I ran back to the car
for my load of books and manuscript~ Robinson waited with
apparent patience and no apparent curiosity, and when I drew
~ide for him at the studio screendoor he made an insistent,
understated wave of the hand for me to precede him.
It was,. outside that woodland road I had driven through, a
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hot day, and Robinson remarked on it; for aU that, there was a
,small blaze going inhis fireplace. I took a chair at the far sid_e
of it, he a rocker at the other,
and
beside hhnona,thirdchair
".
-'
.
he had a little open lunch basket, a thennos,andsottiefooddone
up in wax paper. He busied hitnselfwiththese.
fils that man Ro~10 Walter Brown?"
·'Rollo. Th~ysayhis latest book is very good. Haven't l'ead it,
though.'"
".
' _~
Presently.~esaid, "They've sent me more than I can eae'and,
scraping chicken off two of the slices of rye bread, heJhrew them
in the fir.e. "Burning up.food:'
His unpressed jacket, vest and trousets were of separate yin:
tages, none ofthe grays matched. He wore a blue shirt,large and
odd looking blue cufflinks, whitecoUar and red tie, brown\shoes
with gum soles. I regarded, inthatunfottnulatedc~ntu.sionone
has upon- first confronting famous buildings and people,
the
,---familiar face which Ih~d never seen before~the thin.gray hair,
clipped mustache, the long and Darwinian-lobed eats, the pink"
flushed but rather pale skin. His hands were long and ,lender
and made mOre dramatically so by his habit ofholding his fingers
close together,.straight out andsdff. They 'Were beautiful, mas"
culine hands and his monstriking feature except hiseyes~. whi.ch
were brown and large. He stared. forth,dowp.ward, preoccupied.' .
In the silence I became aware the gaze was now directed at
the pile of books beside my_chair on the pink concrete floor.
After several moments he said-in a clipped New England voice,
,

.

"

.

:;r:;::~er~~ ~~~:::gi~U(:r:::.:y~~t :()~n()t
"Yes. -Do you mind autogrciphingbooks, Mr. Robimon?"
He chewed a sandwich and continuedtQ gaze at the floor. '
"Sometimes/' he said slowly, "I do and so.metimesl don't. rve
had people come to me as though their one desire in life was to
have me autograph their-boob. And then I've !found"out they'd
$(lId 'em for two or three dollarunore the next
He looked

rk1"
.
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Up with a sudden grin; a foolish, boy-caught-with-the~jam grin,
the unitflpr~ive chin drawn further in, the eyes brightening
with an amused kindneS$.
He withdrew again into profile and dickered with another slice
of bread. He poured tea from the thermos into a glass and stirred
in sugar rapidly.
"Have you any particular message for young men who want
to be poets?"
Robinson chuckled. "Well, no," he said. "If you've got your- .
self into that trap there's nothing I or anyone else can say to get
you out."
"People say a lot of things, among them that poets don't earn
money."
"WeIr'-he looked up-"if you keep at it for forty years you
may have about half as much as a good carpenter." Teaching, he
surmised, might with its three months' vacation be all right "if
you keep your eye on it. You've got to get money from some
other source, whether you steal it or inherit it." The grin
flickered again, he chewed more sandwich and pI:esently said
"Then there's getting married."
I waited awhile as he stared again at the fireplace. " I suppose
it would be better,u he said, '"if you taught something other than
literature. But I don't imagine you're inclined any other way:'
Then suddenly, energetically: "Don't go into journalism! It
hurts a man's style every time. Even Kipling," he added a few
moments later. "His things have been marred by journalism:'
But book reviewing, he thought, wouldn't hurt anyone.
Robinson tossed another bit of bread· into the fire and remarked, "Nine-tenths of poetry is how it's done,. anyway."
I began to talk about the superiority of his three Arthurian
poems over Tennyson's Idylls. Robinson said nothing whatsoever. And then I began to make murmurs about my essay. "I
thought I'd simply read it to you and you might correct me if
you like when it's necessary." Robinson still said nothing. I
I
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fished the manuscript from the pile of books and sat looking
at him.
flIs it in print?" he asked.
UNo:' I waited agclin. He.had finished his lunch and begun
smoking his Sweet Caporal.
"Go ahead," he said. .
". And so in a sort of naked terror I read it. As often as I dated
I glanced over at the profile. Two or three times he did correct
me. The essay referred to his early sonnet "On the Night of a
Friend's lVedding" as "one of Robinson's few personal utter·
. ances," and at once he spoke:"
.
"Nowl Don't look fot me in my poetry, because you won't
find me
Of cour~e, ~e -mood-the thought, but you won't
find me
In that one, to be sure~ there's a little, but not much."
The era-that is, circa J 929-was one in whiCh Shelley was
being dished up as Ariel, Whitman as a super Boy Scout leader,
and so on; and it ma~e- Robinson, listening to my adolescent
essay, feared I wasabou~ to dish him up as Tristram; which, at
least, I was not.: Hermann Hagedorn, in his Edwin Arlington
Robinson) says Robinson got the poem while "listening to
church-bells ringing for a wedding. He had not the remotest
interest in the bride and her man, and he disliked church-bells."
Nonetheless the sonnet is a young poet's blue mood about his
work. In Ne"t Door to a Poet) Rollo Walter Brown reports Robinson's apparently startled uneasiness over Miguel de Una..
muno's theory "that all fictional characters are somewhat autobiographical:' Robinson so frequently used the triangle theme
that many readers, knowing he was a -lifelong bachelor, assumed
on no other evidence there must have been a similar situation
in his life. ·"N~w, twenty years after his dea!h, no evidence" has
been published, but it may as well be said in print that'l11mor
persistently maintains a tragic involvement in his early life is
being suppressed. As to "a woman in his life" (sJnce I seem here
to have wandered- into the subject): Robinson's old aq4 close
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friend Lewis M. baacs told me-and tIlis was all he seemed to
know-be thought tbe best evidence was the portrait of Vivian
in Merlin.
To go back to that August day in the Veltin Studio: Soon I
. was quoting Robinson's statement, made in his young years, that·
the world is a place where people are all, like children, trying to'
spell God with-I said-"different" blocks. He said "I'm not very
fond of that quotation, but it is 'wrong' blocks, not 'different'if you care to correct it:'
Then: "When Clement Wood says 'that R::obinson's message
is 'that mankind has failed' "-Robinson waved a hand and exclaimed with gusto "Oh, that's nonsense-sheer nonsense. .
He errs." I continued: "Robinson says that mankind has failed
so far. The very essence of the Robinsonian message is that there
is somewhere a Gleam, a Light; that -all the measures we have
so far used •••" and so on. I paused and asked "Is that sheer
nonsense, too?" He continued-regarding the fire, then said "Well,
.
perhaps I've said that. I don't know:'
I went on reading all the resounding rest of it. Through at
Jast, I asked, in the silence, "Have I done a bad job?"
He said "No. I think, looking at it impersonally, you've done
a very good job. . . • Of course, all tho~e things you've said
there-" but did not complete the sentenc~ which, I presumed.
would have had to comment on the flood of praise I had let loose.
But then fora few minutes he discussed his work.
Merlin and Lancelot were "World War poems. 1£ you read
them with that in mind.you'll get more out of them. The passing
of an old order and the beginning of a new. I didn't intend.to
write TTistram, but somehow it couldn't be denied:' (Since I
was a little intrigued to learn from Virginia Woolfs A. Writers
Diary that Thomas Hardy called The Dynasts the "dinnasts,"
it may be worth recording that Robinson pronounced his famous
book just as spelled: "tris-tram," not "tri$-tr'm:')
"I was hoping this summer to write short things and have a
i
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collection next year, but I've another It,>ng poem on the
way." He chuckled. HI don't seem to have mlicll to say about ito"
He spoke again of Tristram. "I 'read Swinbtlrne to avoid collisions. Swinburne follows the French version and I rather hit
off both French and English. I go back, more, to Malory:'
He said of "The Man Against the Sky" that HThe whole ending of the poem is ironical, even sarcastic. Of course, the implication is that there is an existence [after death]:' And speaking of
what'so many critics had found to be a "philosophy of failure"
in his poetry, he. said "I've always rather liked the queer, odd
sticks of men, that's all. The fat, sleek, successful alderman isn't
interesting:' He smiled and, said again, "He isn't interesting."
Then he spoke of his most recent book, Cavender's House,
that haunting monotone (it is one of Robinson's best long
poems) of a tortured man's interview with his dead wife: he had
murdered her but- still he was not sure of her infidelity. Robinson, at the momeI#, sounded uncertain that I understood the
status of Laramie Cavender. "She is a projection of Cavender'S
brain. Such things do happeD:, you knoW." He grinned, again
like a boy caught in something tricky: "Though I don't suppose
one ever happened that was as long as that. But that's artistic \
license:' I said "I don't have to tell you-do I?-that if you autograph
these books they won't be sold next week, or tre next?"
He smiled. "Not" he said, and went to th~ desk where he
signed them amidst the litter of envelopes, the fine-lined small
sheets of his manuscript in progress (The Glory -of the Nightingales), and a couple of dictionaries. A couchand the windowsills
were also strewn with a miscellany of papers. A long, cape-like '
black coat hung from one wall. Robinson wandered about,
gathering things into ~e lunch basket, and he put ona shapeless,
white canvas hat. He would ride up as far as the Colony flaIl
with me.
Behind Colony Hall he stood outside the car a moment, stoop.
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ing to pe~ in and shake hands. He twinkled, and Said "Don't
publish a book till you're thirty. Thirty's tim.e enough:' No, he
hadn't been bored: UI've had a good time," he said. Lunch basket
in one hand, trailing his stick with the other, he paused at the
Hall doof, spat, and went slowly in.
I have are largely without intrinsic
value; many of them are no more than brief confirmations of
dates I made to see him, once Of twice a year. But here is one
worth publishing because it has the feel of RobinSon, his great
courtesy, his modesty, his reticent but real kindness. It camejust
after that first meeting in Peterbofough which I had promptly
followed up with a sonnet.

THE ROBINSON LETTERS

Peterborpugh N. H.
AugUst 81, 1929 .
Dear Mr. Scott,. I never know how to thank people properly when they write
poems to me, but it is easy for me to say that you have written a very
good sonnet, regardless of my part in it. Your lines have music, and
your sonnet has a pattern, which most so-called sonnets have not.
My only objection is to "and" in the second line.· Sometimes this use
of "and" is effective, but it isn't so here-not for me, at least. I should
prefer ··With none" or "shall see"-perhaps the latter.
With many thanks and all good wishes,
Yours sincerely
E. A. Robinson

And, in a letter of August 12, 1932, he apparently replied to
some remarks of mine about reading his two published but un':'
heralded _prose plays:
••• The plays were written years ago, and I. hardly ever think of
them. They seem to have a sOrt of life. I am not sure that Van Zorn
should not have been a long poem, but I hadn't thought then of
writing them. Captain Craig is different. • ••
• I.e.-the line began with "And:'
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It"should be remembered that'Robinson in his early to middle
decades was associated with several turn-of-the-cent.ury poets
all 'mad to create an important American drama~~Dlong'
them, Ridgely Torrence; Percy MacKaye, William VaughnMoody.
,
Hagedorn relates Robinson's disproportionate excitement when
Van Zorn did have a one-week, opscure production in Brooklyn; ,
also his attempt to rewrite the playas a novel and a similar at..
temp~ with his other play, Tht:Porcupine. In Edwin. Arlington
Robinson and His Manuscripts, Esther Willard Bates r~veals
Robinson's wistful longings toward the theater. He told, Miss
Bates he ought to haveuD. Do" cut on hisgravestope-UDefeated
Dramatist."
He would now and then (the verb is almost fulsome) discuss
his work though usually, I think, in response to my -heroworshipping proddings. He spoke of a forthcoming book of
short poems-this was Nicodemus, his last collection-when I
next saw him, late in November of 1931, in Bo.ston. "Well, not
so short."
- "Do they come longer as you get older?"
"Yes; seem, to. The lyric jumps, you know..•. People seem to'
read these long things ~ write. I don't know just why:'
Two long things had been published in the interim: The
Glory of the Nighti1Jgales and Matthias at the Door. H 'I sold all
mine for someone else to lose-Which is finance" t. I quoted from
the Nightingales, "That's smart," I said. uWell,"he replied, HI
don't know whether it's poetry:'
"Yes, yes, Matthias is better than Roman Bartholow," he
agreed. UBut not better than parts of Bartholow. Parts of that
are as good as anything rye done,"
The Glory of the Nightingales is dedicated to the memory of
Alfred H. Louis, about whom there exists a considerable, scat.;
tered, and still mysterious record. The Robinson biographiesHagedorn's and Emery Neff's primarily-have material on this
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New York derelict with a clouded but glamorous past; Denham
Sutcliffe has written an article about him, and he appears in one
of Alexander Woollcott's pieces as possibly the illegitimate son
of Disraeli. Richest of the sources on him is Algernon Blackwood's Episodes Before Thirty which aIsO, by- the way, is dedicated to this curious wreck of a 'brilliant man. In any case, his
importance to American literature is his reincarnation as one of
Robinson's great poems. Robinson always maintained, as he did
to me that evening in Boston, that "The only model I ever used
wa$ an old English Jew for Captain Craig.I just transferred him
to my mythical town [Tilbury], which is more or less Gardiner.
-Of course, people are always thinking I use models:' My recollection is that Robinson admitted slight borrowings for the
young men in Captain Craig, but beyond that one poem he insist~d there were no originals for his impressive assemblage of
characters.•
He remarked of Gardiner, Maine, his home town, that he had
not visited there since 1924. "It makes me blue to go back. All
the people I knew are dead or tottering:'
. The West Newton Street house, where he stayed each spring
and fall with his friend George Burnham, I never
On this
and later occasions in Boston I would find him at Lilla Cabot
Perry's studio, Room 411, 80 Ipswich Street. A brick warehouse
of a building, and the room itself dwarfed even the tall and magnetic Robinson. The door to the studio let in upon a gallery, the
stairs descending ~nto a vast space bounded by three'walls hung
with Sargentish portraits and a windowed north wall. There were
-diminutive when first seen from the head of the stairs-a few
chairs, a sofa, and a desk grouped around a rug near the fireplace.

saw.

• Cf. the ~traordinary yet widely-held notion that "For a Dead Lady" refer. to
Robhuon's mother. This beautiful lady who "no longer trembles at applausc" was
evidently an actresa and further-an old folksay-the "breast whe.re roses could not
live" means she was promiscuous. Robinson himsclf once ob6erved with amused
dismay that his poem "The Gift of God~" an ironical" presentation of excesaive
mother-son devotion, had been taken as <fa tribute to OUf Saviour:'
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Robinson'scomposing-"all of it," he said-was done duringliis
Peterborough summers, but he may have done some revision,
proof-reading or whatever at Mrs. Perry's.
She lent him the place for many years, spring and fall, while .
he made his Bost9n stopovers. In 1916 she had painted the portrait of him reproduced as the frontispiece of all the editions of
his Collected Poems, and she was the wife of thebrilli~tThomas
Sergeant Perry. whose Letters Robinson had .edited in 19~9-no
doubt a labor of friendship; it was the only task of the sOrt he
/ ever turned aside from his poetry to do.
Robinson, wearing a green eyeshade, looked like one of the
immutable clerks he had once celebrated. But he also looked
. tired and aging; he had had some sinus trouble and he said he
was H.Off my feed." He had been lion the wagon for six-years,"
and he minded it: HOf course. But,"-a masterpiece of Robinsonian understatement-III had a tendency to ~ke too much."
He quoted Dr. Johnson on the immediate riddance of bad habits.
Sweet Caporals, "the best cigarette ever made," he smoked pretty
steadily. III used to smoke a pipe," he said, regarding mine, "but
it bit my tongue. Smoking a pipe is a kind of career, you kn9w."
He had an old-fashioned phrase for characterizing people who
lived what seemed to his simple ways a gaudy existence: his
young friend Lucius Beebe was l4 a high roller," and presently,
speaking of IsadQra Duncan, "She was a high roIle!", too."
"Did you know her well?"
"No, not weU"-with a suggestion of a smile. "She wasn't
oeautiful."
"She was supposed to have preferred a diet of champagne and
oysters," I said.
There was a typical pause. IIWell'" he said, "she didn't-refuse
whiskey." •
I am sure he considered Amy Lowell a high roller. He habitually spoke of her with mingled alarm and amusement. "She was
• See Hagedorn, PP.230·Z~2. for Isadora', attempt to seduce Robinson.-
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really quite medieval," he informed me. "She should have lived
in Renaissance Italy. She'd have enjoyed poisoning people'. A
grand talker. But always slaying six or eight people an evening."
He thought Joseph Auslander had written "a very good portrait" of Miss Lowell in Letters to Women: "though," he went
on, HI don't know if it's always in good taste. -But then, neither
was Amy:' He chuckled about her. "0 yes, she had a personality
all right. But I'm afraid when her work is sifted there's not much
there."
,
He was in a mood that night to speak of other poets. .As Carl
Van Doren says in Three Worlds) you rarely if ever got an extended, illustrated judgment out of Robinson: he was most apt
to utter an opinion .briefly and be done. There was, another
aspect which I think I understand now as leould not have at
the dme. His estimates of fellow poets struck me as consistently
unenthusiastic, though neither his personal character nor his
assured position as a poet seemed to me to admit any possibility
of jealousy. I don't know: there still surviv~ those who knew him
better than I and were fond of him and who think he was
troubled by others' fame. And maybe nobody is immune to such
twinges. At any rate, a poet arrived, in fact or as he supposes, at
his. own way of expression is almost bound to beunenthusiasti~
about his contemporaries-their ways are not his and he has, in a
sense, neither the time nor the attentiveness to be greatly interested. It can be just as simple and noncompetitive as that, and I
feel Robinso.n's distant estimates are probably thus explainable.·
He ticked off a lot of poets, alive or dead. Vachel Lindsay,t
• See Edwin Arlington Robinson,.,by Edwin S. Fussell, p. 51: "Jlis comments on
his contemporaries are, by and large. unsatioJfying. one reason being that Robinson
had CQntemporarieswortby of his attention only after his tastes were formed and
his responses lea eager than they had been earlier. Another fea$(>D is, that Robinson disliked to lpeak of JiVing poets; when he did, it was generally with guarded
courtesy."

t'Vlto that very evening lectured triumphantly but exhaustedly in Springfield.
Illinois, and five night. later was to kill himself; see p. S59 of Edgar Lee Masten'
J'tzehd Lindsay.
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Robinson thought; would last for two poems: "TheChinese.
Nightingale"and··General\Villiam Booth Enters Into Heaven:·
Masters was Ubitter-he's bitter as gall'" Sandburg he had once
met and liked hut HI don't care so much for his poetry. But then,
we can't help those things."
He first mentioned Frost: UHe's a good felloWo" Robinson
particularly liked "Nature's first green is gold" and in general
preferred Frost's lyrics to the longer p,?ems. ~fGoing back to those
JVorthof Boston poems, I find they don't wear SO well," he said. 4J
·"Well, Frost is a kind of professional farmer. He is a bit selfconscious, but harmlessly so. He's a good fellow-a good fellow.
"You know," he went oli, "I understand they teach Frost and
me in the schools 1!ow." He thought that over, then smiled
~Iandly. "I don't know which one they teach first." eDid-he say
that? Did he say that?"~Mr. Frost, whacking his thigh i~ delight, .. J
when he heard of this some years later.} .
He mentioned some of uthe older boys." Whittie~ight be a
"sounder poet" than Longfellow, but Robinson went on to speak
glowingly of Longfellow's sonnets. "Longfellow was more of an
artist than Whittier. If it weren't for those sonnets we'd be·very
different poets:' Characteristically, he neglecte~ to enlarge on
this. 'Emerson-uHehad the real juice," but when Robinson
.had lately tried rereading Lowell it was no go.....not as good as
Holmes. Still, he had been impressed to learn that it was Lowell,
as editor of The Atlantic, who had deleted the u_ar'·in Emer..
son's original line, "Daughters of time, th.e hypocritical days."
Poe, he thought, had achieved a music no one else ever had,
"without jingle, too. But I never have read a poem of his in
which something didn't strike me wrong:' He wondered, too, if
\Vhitman were "as great as some people think he is:' Parts of
Leaves of Grass 'were all right and some of the shorter things he .wrote as an old man weregood.:' When I spoke of an1arly Robinson "sonnet" commemorating Whitman's death, (not included
in the Collected Poems), he said "It wasn't a sonnet; it was a piece

.r

r

U
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of blank verse. I was very young when I wrote it, but I knew all
the time I was writing it that I didn't really mean it."
As for his juniors, he appeared to think a lot of them were
not doing as well at forty as they should. Eliot he thought "cer..
tainly the best of the younger men, but of course most of his best
lines were written by other people." He tould make nothing
out of Crane's The Bridge and he was bafBed by Cummings. He
asked me attentively what I "made of' Cummings, and after
listening to my praise he said "If I were younger maybe I'd like
that sort of thing. \Vell, they think I'm an old fogey, and I guess
I am an old fogey."
After dinner at the Lenox he scuffed slowly along the chill"
dark Boston streets, to see me off at the Back Bay Station. He
peered into a book shop window. "I have a set of Crabbe," he'
said. "Somebody thought I was crazy about him because I wrote
a sonnet about him, and gave me a set.... There are.good things
" in him." That went for Cowper, too. Browning he said he rarely
went b;tck to and, speaking of critics' comparisons of his own
work with Browning's, he insisted he couldn't see it. He thought
he would have done the dramatic monologues whether or not
there had been a Browning.
.
He relaxed often over detective stories, and in the station
bought one by J.S. Fletcher. "You haven't time for trash 'now,"
he solemnly advised me. "Stick to the good things. Read these
when you get rickety:'
that night as we walked from Mrs. Perry's
studio toward the hotel that the older he got the more he liked
Boston. "I don't like New York now. Wouldntt go there if my
friends didn't have the bad taste to live there. I've got so many
friends there that my days are filled up." He seemed always most
at ease at Peterborough, for him most nearly expansive. But he
had the habit of his yearly round and each winter he went to his
sculptor friends Mr. and Mrs. James Earle Fraser.
ROBINSON HAD SAID
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In those latter years of Robinson's the Frasers lived ·at 328
East 42d Street. He had a room and bath at the top of the slender
house-besides the bed, just a couple of chairs, a small desk, and
quite a lot of shelved books for I remember his telling me they
were not his bdO~. "Haven't a place to keep anything'" he
would exclaim, wherever he was; but with no real exasperation,
I thought.
He had his unique sameness anywhere, yet he did seem to age
more than most men in their early sixties. How,l~ng a pituitary
cancer.worked in him before the operation and its discovery in
early 1935, I do not know. But he seemed frail and tired and
never' altogether well; though I do recall an afternoon of. talk
once again in the Veltin Studio at the MacDowell Colony-how,
when we made some motion to leave aft,er an hour, Robinson
said to my: wife and me With customary consideration, "I don't
believe in urging people to stay-but if you aJ;e in no hurry and
don't have to go-" and seemed content and lively. Mount Monadnock thrust up before his door as ever, and man and all
seemed for that little while permanent, eternal.
But the poetic energy too was failing those last six I years in
which I knew him. If he ~dded to his richest- work it was with
the surprisingly imaginative and vigorous A marantJz, a satirical
nightmare of the self.-deceived ilJ the arts. (How many he must
have seen in more than thirty summers at an artists' colony!)
"But with that penultimate book, as
often during his long
career, he was worried by misunderstandings. ("Why don't they
read one word after another?")

l

\0

257 West Newton Street
Boston, October 7, 1934
Dear Mr. Scott
This is to thank you for your very friendly and intelligent reView of Amaranth. Most of the notices that 1 have read have been
altogether misleading, t~ put it kindly. Some of them don't even see
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that it is a dream, and one of them finds in it a Catholic Purgatory

-which is about the last thing to call it•.••
Yours very truly

E. A. Robinson
In January 1985 I saw him at New York Hospital a few days
after his operation. He was brilliant-eyed; thin, and motionless.
~is teeth showed small, yellow and pitted. His right arm hurt
him and he apologized for not being able to shake hands. I stood
touching the bedspread and I noticed he noticed me doing it.
It was harder now, even than the first awesome time at Peterborough six years before, to think of much to say. I was sure I
should never see him again..
"I mustn't tire you, Mr. Robinson."
He said "It's not so much a matter of your tiring me as it is
of my tiring you."
His last room overlooked the East River and I remember how
the flashing air across the water in the winter .sunlight was
wreathed with all those white gulls of his desened Isolt-"flying
and always flying and still fiying." I had turned for a moment
with my back to him and watched them; but ~ cannot say whether
from his bed he could see them or knew that they were there.
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TO PLAN OR NOT TO PLAN

'
rr2

agreement on the nature of Plan.riing
.
in our society. As now understood in American publi~
administration, planning can include everything from
arranging school lunches to forecasting the future of.eivilization.
Disagreement on definitions has obscured some of the main
trends in public planning, to the extent that planning techniques
are now used to avoid planning in many caSes. This may seem .
an odd statement. Yet the avoidance of planning through lipservice to planning is often a prime charac~eristic of the developmentof our physical and cultural resources today.
The word "planning" is seductively beautiful. It trips the
unwary. A real and important question is whether planning
means, to plan or
, not to plan?
HERE IS LITTLE

,'0

r. Technical Planning
One customary concept of planning is that it concerns the tech*
nical processes of how to operate our civilization. A planner, it
is often thought, should be able to tell ~s how to organize sewerage systems, where and how to build highways, how to provide
adequate school buildings, and the like.
Technical planning is being pursued with increasing vigor in
nearly all fields of government and private enterprise. The concepts of technical planning have developed into relatively fixed
and stable forms in accordance with the activities involved. Certainly, American cities will profit from a greater application of technical planning. Standard reference manuals, such as
Local Planning Administration by the Intemad()nal City Man*
agers' Association, and Planning for the Small American City by
the Public Administration Service, are examples of the clarity
existing in this field.
179
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The technical aspects of public planning apparently are better
understood in Great Britain than in the UnitedStates. A number
of manuals in Great Britain attempt to encompass all recognized.
fields of pIanningwithin their scope. For instance, The Planners
N otebook~ published in London, deals with seventy-four separate
topics, .beginning with advertisements and ending with zoning.
This growth in technical planning, as important as it is, probably is of secondary consequence in the real dynamics of, planning thought.
I

:1.

Who FavC!TsPlanning1 Why1

The heart of planning may be found in the answer to two
questions: Who favors planning? Why?
Perhaps paradoxically, planning seems to be most favored by
those who classify themselves as conservatives and by those who
view themselves as liberals. Middle-of-the-roaders generally are
not planning enthusiasts. This situation is'sharply illustrated in
local government.
Conservatives favor planning, for they feel that present planning techniques tend to maintain the status quo. A city planning
agency, generally with an inadequate budget, seldom meets with
opposltion by conservatives. Indeed, such an agency seems necessary to resolve conflicts among dominant financial interests in
order that the status quo can be maintained. If, for example,
realtors had no impartial public referee to whom to submit disputes, rapid changes in housing pattel1l$ might develop which
might be unfavorable to the .status. quo. A major function of
many city planning agencies has become ~t of preserving current real esta~e values.
.
Liberals ~avor planning, for they feel that "adequate" planning techniques will speed up change. A main problem for this
group is to secure bigger budgets for planning agencies. Scratch
a liberal who is interested in city planning and you are likely to
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find what used to be called a "garden city" enthusiast. Beauty
.and utility are his twin gqals.
This interest in planning by both conservatives and liberals
is also found at both the state and,nauonalleveIsofgovermilent.. \
Ingenera.l, the conservatives want planning to slow down change
while the liberals want it to speed up action.

]. Struggle for Power
,
Since the growth in our abilities to uplan technically has long .
shown· that planning is much more than airy theory, control of
planning agencies involves the location of power in our society.
If the conservatives or the liberals can forcefthe adoption of their
views of planning, then a battle for power has been settled.
A digression in.tothe nature of power is in order,· for it is
necessary to understand power in our society before the concepts
of power and plapning can be related properly.
"Power obviously presents awkward problems fora commu"
nity which abhors its existence, disavows its possession, but "YaIues
its exercise," states economist J. K. Galbraith in his American
Capitalism. He goes on to say that "the role of power in Amer..
iean life is a c~rious one. The privilege of controlling the actions
or of affecting the income and property of other persons is some..
thihg that no one of us can profess to seek or admit of possessing•
. •':Despite this convention, whichoutblws ostensible pursuit of
power and which leads to a constant search for euphemisms to
disguise its possession, there is· no indication that, a$ a people,
we are averse to power. On the contrary few things are more
valued, and more -jealously guarded by their possessors, in our
society."
Since the importance ·of the public planning agency is not well
.,
understood by the general public, but is keenly. appreciated by .. _-5'"
many who classify themselves as conservatives or liberals, the
struggle for the control of planning has acqUired today many
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of the characteristics of a .vendetta - an underground feud
carried on out of public sight.
If.,. as Galbraith states, there -is an inteJUestruggle for power
in our society-but thi, .struggle must not bepubIic1y proclaimed,
the battle for the (OntrolofpIanningagencies can then be under·
stood as a covert struggle to maintain orshift power. As Galbraith·
notes, few things in. our .society are more jealously guarded by
their posse$S(jrs than power.
Today the control of planning is still centered in, our legislative bodies - nat~onal, .state, and local. Since most of our semi..
independent governmental planning agencies owe .primary
allegiance to themselves, a new form of legislative agency is in
proce$S of being worked out. The continuous opposition of Con·
gres.s to the National Resources Planning Board, which was
tennina'ted in 1948 when Congress cut off its funds, is under·
standable as a reaction against die tendenCy of our semiindependent governmental planning agencies to usurp some of
the traditionally assigned functions of Congre~. The weaknesses
of the present. Council of Economic Advisers stem from a Congressional allergy to planning agencies rather than from a Congressional inability to envision an effective economic planning
agency.
Yet, despite legislative disapproval of semi.independent plan.
ning agenci6, such agencies are increasing both in numbers and
in power at all levels of government. Present public planning
agencies are "little legislatures" (and not so little in many instances), except that their composition is different from the
traditional elected legislatures, and except that the~r enactments
are caIIed orders rather than laws.
With ultimate control of planning still in our elected legislative bodies but with these continuously surrendering bits of
power to the semi-independent planning agencies, the battle for
the control of planning is too kaleidoscopic to permit definitive
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treatinent today. All we can know for sure is that the planning
battle continues.
'

4. IsPlanning Worthwhile1
<
,
'
Planning, in one sense, is now a;: struggle for power. ~ any
struggle for power, goals may become cloudedl _obscured, or lost.
Some of the best elements ofplanningmay have been lost in the
contention between conservativesahd liberals, and cloudedol'
obSCtlred in the shifting of some authorityfrq,m elected-legisla"
tive bodies to semi:.independent planning agencies.
Has vision been lost? Mumford's 'Culture of Cities was a spark
to the imagination in the late 1930·s. But although Mumford
and many of those loosely associated with him carry on, -has the
spirit of a bright and better future been discarded?
Perhaps most significant for the future of planning istbe fact
tbat, barring a civilization-destroying war, there will be more
people. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the United
States- had slightly more than 75 million people. Today we have
more than 160 million. And for 1975, Nation's Business foresees
a population of 221 million.
t
Is it worthwhile planning for a population which is increasing
at such rates? We ~ericans are committed to planning, .even
though we cannot define what we mean by that word. But can
we plan, in any sense whatsoever, in face of such ovenvhelining
. population growth?
.
Now of course it is possible to say that people cannot plan. For
an antidote to the overly-optimistic planning enthusiast, -and
there are many even today, Reinhold Niebubr'sThe Nature and
Destiny of Man is not to be slighted.
For those not inclined to theolOgy, Harrison Brown's The
Challenge of Man's Future is provocative. "Strongarguments,"
states Brown, can be presehted to the effect ,that~ollectivhation
of humanity is inevitable, that the drift toward an ultimate state·
H
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of automation cannot be 'halted, that existing hUJ:lJan values such
as freedom, love, and conscience muSt eventually disappear~ Certainly if we used the present trends in industrial society as our
major premises, the conclusion would appear to be inesca.pable~"
Are we entering the posthistoric p!Jrse of human existence, to
use the expressioJ]. of Roderick Seidenberg, where huge populations have destroyed the humanness of human beings? The
.anawer is that we must plan, and plan now, if we wish to remain
human beings.

,. A Middle·Ground for Planners1
These, then, seem to be the main problems of planning: the
struggle between conservatives and liberals; the power battle
for the location of the planning function; the essential question,
is planningwort~while? Is there any middle.ground ·for planners?
Must planners commit themselv~s for conservatives or liberals?
Must planners commit themselves t~ the traditional elected legislative bodies or to the semi·independent planning agencies? Must
they believe that they can plan for almost anything. or that they
can truly plan for nothing of consequence?
In sum, is there any middle·ground for planners?
Let us look at the American tradition~
Planning, both by the individual and by the public and private
groups of which he is a member, bas been characteristic of American li£e~ "A penny saved is a penny earned" was a common concept before the adoption of our Constitution. The "penny saved"
belief has been modernized witllin recent years by tlle banks
which have gone to considerable effort to devise means by which
school children can learn to save money regularly. Insurance
companies urge that all penons make provision for misfortune
of all kinds. Home ownership has been one of the important
symbols of Americanism~
Public planning also has been an American tradition. Police
and fire protection are forms of planning vigorously approved
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for meeting future circumstances. Education, w~icJi prepares
the individual for his future role iD. our $OCiety, is compulsory.
Within the past two decades there has been a vast expansion
of the planning concep~ - international plans, national defense
and prosperity p.;,xegionalplans, and state plans are now
commonplace in our"lives. The planning nearest to us (can we
put a house or a busintdss at this location?) has been routinized
as city or local planning.
...
- This American planning tradition may offer the middle-'
ground for our planners. Negatively, this ttadition has not been
a supporter of the gandiose. And, ,still negatively, this tradition
would seem to indicate that modem planners should not be
. .seekers of utopias.
.
Positively, this American planning tradition seems to say....,.
go ahead one step at a time. Modem planners generally will be
supported when they offer alternatives, however mundane or
exciting.
Our tradition wi,lI support planners who explain, as best they
can, the probable results of different types of action in terms
both of dollar and social costs and gaill$. Planners who present
alternatives for evaluation make sense lnthe American tradition.
Yes, there is a middle-ground for planners. But, is this·middleground adequate? Are there any half-way plans in an H-bomb
age? Is it possible to half-way plan the water resources of a
region? Should a city be half-planned?
"
Of one thing there seems to be c~rtainty: Lip-service to planning is no, solution to the problem of whether to plan or not to
plan.
i

I
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THE UNDER..T OlV OF NEED

We moved beneath the moon drift of that grove
AJ if deep down we trod an ocean floor,
Great oaks were massive weeds that waved on high,
The bracken branched in coral to the swell.
Pale scallop £am of fungus shone with pearl,
Deep husb beneath our feet seemed singing shells
And fallen trees were wrecks we stumbled on
Too many fathoms down to read their names.
No sound but breathlessdrawing-in of waves,
To fill with liquid moonlight aching hearts,
And bright above we watched a shoal of stars
.Swim through translucent green of sea-drowned·branch.
'\Vords we had none, but streams of bubbling thoughts
Seemed caught in air and hovered round our heads,
And we could touch with sea-wash moonlit hands
The under-tow of need beneath the flood.
RICHARD A. GEORGE
/'

IN EART.H WHO 'VALLOWS

LiKE ITS- BORROWERS?

My tryst with romany:. black eyes and white
Teeth 6f the palest, blackest-haired of daughters.
Henna you prinkecl by Andalusian waters,
Dawdling ~ with scorn's grace - south of wrong and right.
o you
Lauglled sun back hundredfold like caressed dew.
186
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~d did you,

past my $onant fruit-tree strolling,
Hear hundred winesofairc01llpel you back?
Then what a. mist of longing our enfolding!Fused h6ax of dew and wine, each other'$ lack.
o may
Coastlines of contour rise from mistiest spray.

No cosmic wrangles crowning either Prince, .
Not all the stakes of soul for which They clash,
Are worth the angel of a lucky glance
That C3.Sualearthlings in their glittering flesh
o throw At daily things, - rain's tilt, or sheen of snow.
.
.
In earth who' wallows like its borrowers?
What bodies must sO sensuously preS$
As masks of ghosts do? Spines wistfulness
Outyearns die very planets Cromtheir course•
. 0 would
That ghosts, through love, earnedshape. If 'but we could.

I know you now! No romany your home.
Then know lIle too; no arcady my lair..
Formless you flash; I hope you, .and~you are..
Unborn I hover; need Die, and I loqm•.
Owe
Never were. Homeward to he,I come flee.
PETER VIERECK
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TO ONE FAILING IN SUCCESS
No, nothing shall ever test in you"
Not even this season heavy with harvest of dreams,
No worcl$ frozen at the gate of your lips,
No music, not even planets'- they shall crumble.
Nothing outside the flood of your soul shall rest
In you. Your dreams are wide as· the hands of eternity.
You were never so!lIone as now in your cluttered victory This full-fledged filling of your desires that leads
You past the mud fences that were once your young hopes.
There is no rest for torrents such as yours.
.
You, too, flinging faith away, walk on the unsubstantial sea
Of your self-poS!e5sion and sink neck deep in its loneliness.
No, nothing shall ever rest in you
And your spirit will be at peace only"beside
The underground rivero£ Love.
SISTER FLORIAN EGGLESTON, O.S.F.
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·a~ AVEltAG:£ St. LouIsan, now. bccominga subutban;
•.••. ite, is a. prisoncrof his.. ·surroun.d.in..gs. His. h.o.me is his'

castle. It not only keeps others out; it walls him in. H~ .
comes home from work tired. There is always something to do
around the house. The paperlies on the Hoor. waiting lobe read.
The retreat to the suburbs has becottlea p~t of the retteat from
learning. The weeds ofsociability sprout.. crowding-out urbanity.
Suburban homes may have books.. butchallcCJJaretheywere
read in college, libraries or apartnlents. Learning,theexploration of the wotld·in space and dme•. is a skill·a.1most as dormant
in Mr. andM'~s. Suburbanite as writing term papers. _
Into thiXWOrld of happy home-o'Wnets...noJonger trout11ed by
the proble. S 'ofdistant lands., or. eyen.· by the city'so nea.r at. han.·.d,
came telev.· ion, a voice from the world beyond the bus stop"
Unfortunately it.has not done much totllake tbesesuburbanites
rise from their contour chairs and throw oil the ennui ·tbat
binds them. Instead.. television has guarded their mental status
quo. It primarily stimulates .weekly trips to the neighborhood
.shopping center for the purchase of sponsor&' products. Good
programs, like good books, remain~ tbeexception, nottbe rule,·
but the variety and depth of books far outweigh' that of TV
scripts~ For every Ed~ard R. MuttQW tbere are dozens of quiz .
shows and.dramas offered as fate for captive listeners whose new
semi-mraldomiciles have removed them. from the librarieJ..-lec..
due roop).s and concert halls in the citfs d~caying Center.
\ Since September 1954, when eduCational television station·
KETO bloomed in this aerial-ridden de$ett, an unestimated
number of these cramped, cabjn'~ and confined lives have _been
/I
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altered. Viewers have bought in. quantity books studied in televised cOUrse$. One program turned 5000 St. LouisaiIs into
spelunkers and brought 7000 certified city slickers to a model
dairy farm. The plaza where bums loiter in front of St. Louis
City Hall is not yet the Agora. The Greek best known to St.
Louisani is still "Smoky Joe," proprietor of a tastyshish kebab
.spot. BUt KETC has given a-place to intelligence in the television
~~ctrum and unostentatiously shared the work of its eggheads
with an appreciative audience.
KETC is not the only educational television station in the
country, but of the ~ I now operating it ha$ been unique in the
defi~itio~given this scarcely-explored medium. Unconventional
young KETC producers have tried to promote it concept of
"community television,-' using TV to~stimulate interest in civic
issues, provide practical information about home management,
and to develop an appreciation for music and art. The intellectual resources of the community - universities, museums,scientific bodies and musical groups - have reached wider audiences
through use of the station. Producers have tried to catch the
attention of persons in whom the desire to learn can be awakened
or re-i.\wakened. They feel that aiming courses at a limited, albeit
dedicated' audience, as educator-run stations do, is a denial of
the mass pulling power based upon the visual impact of television. HIt's like using a high ~delity phonograph to play low
.
fidelity records," one said.
Educators playa p!ominent role in the work of the St. Louis
Educational Television Commission, the fifteen-man civic body
that sponsors the station. (Educators also .control most of the
non-commercial stations. in other cities.) These educators, and
some of their St. Louis colleagues, believe that what is good in
the classroom is -good on te~evision. Program time should be
largely devoted to the presentation of academic material in the
time-tested classroom fashion, they declare. Educators know
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thousands of Americans want to continue their schooling. They
crowd night schools throughout the.,nation,seekingknow1edge•
. Television can vastly increaSe, the number ofp~i:sons gaining
formal education, and nothing is more important than this, the
educators believe. Televised instruction in the living room is
especially convenient for part-time students, already burdened
with full-time jobs. Listenership calculated uPQnsuch a basis is
low compared with commercial ratings, hut high compared withattendance at night-school courses.
In 1954 and early 1955 community television .programs 'received priority on KETC. Last summer, as the r~ult of financial
and management crises, control of th~ station "W~s placed in. the
hands of those who'emphasize televising courses. In another shift
-last fall, a new non-factional regime
inaugurated, dedicated
~.. pragmatically to the production of a variety of programsona
limited budget without regard to the philosophiCal implications
of such programing.
The best example of the commQnity television concept was
"Soapbox." It offered St. Louisans what no network show can
give - thorough studies of local problems. ~t brought to suburbanites; mentally as constricted as their balkaJ:tized suburbs, a
sense of .the civic problems confronting everyone, fro1,U the
laborer behind the railroad yards to the squires of Country Life
Acres..
Producer. Mayo Simon, a bright young University of Chicago
,graduate who considers his profession "doing creativethings,U
always disliked public affairs programs that only gave platforms
to special interest groups. HI believe in the common man," Simon
stated, "and if he lives near a stinking sewer I think he can tell
_ the public as much about his community problemas any buckpaSsing politician." Presenting individual citize1l$ who bear the
brunt of community problems is more easilysaid than done, He
had to search for two weeks before locating a group of slum.

was
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dwellers wh~cOUld tell what slum life really is like. Encouraging these people to come forward on television gives them, and
many like them, confidence to come forward in municipal affairs,
Simon believes.
The Institute for Education by ~adio and Television, of
Columbus, Ohio, lastspring gave "Soapbox" first prize as the best
local public affairs program in commercial or non-commercial
television. What amazed Simon more than the prize was the
response of St. Louisans. "Not once did we get a nasty· letter
charging bias, even though we did programs more controversial
than those on commercial TV/' he reported. After Simon turned
his attention to other progr~ms, "Soapbox" was lost in the shuffie
of budgeting. The local affairs program replaci~g it resembles
many other network shows in format.
The public affairs department has also presented Professor
ThomasH. Eliot, an ex~ongfessmannow heading the political
science department of Washington University, in a weekly news
commentary probing beneath the glib phrases of politicians and of most network newscasters. Eliot has changed during the
pre-election season from newscasting to lecturing, offering a
televised course in practical politics. Following each of his talks
he interviews two promincmt politicians .;lbout thei~ ideas on
•
•
_t •
•
..such subjects as the spod~ system, presIdentIal nomInatIng procedures, and party philosophies.
A meeting of the; St. Louis County Council was brought into
the homes of thousands of surprised persons who had never seen·
the representatives they elected'in another programing innovation. Three special programs beamed to teachers' meetings
helped prepare for school desegregation here.
To bring the isolated modem artist to the general public t4e
station has started a series called uArtist at \Vork." Siegfried
Reinhardt, a widely exhibited young St: Louis. painter, was the
first featured performer, creating a semi·abstract oil, "The Man of Sorrows," in seven half-hour televised studio sessions. The
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affable young artist explained his techniques andairnsas he
worked.
In the field of children's' entertainment, ·'The Finder" is a
practical antidote to pre-bedtime mayhem. GUitar-phlying Ste'Y'e,
Bloomer, the protagonist, explores the big, bright· world that
amazes twelve-year-oldchildren. He explains in their (ennssllch
diverse subJects ~. jet planes, astronomy, and Indian dances. In
a training course for pet owners he even showed how to'teach
a new dog old tricks. After devoting several programs tospeleology, a subject generally ignored by contnlercialtelevision, the
Finder led a Saturday expedition to a limestone cave $eventy
. miles west of St. Louis. Five thousand happy cltiIdren and
parents explored it. Anoilier'seveniliollsand visited a m.odel
dairy farm in a trip that was sometimes .a$educational for the
adult chaperons as for the children. Highest tribute ~o the program was the action of CBS In hiring Sonny Fox, the show's first
star, to do uLet's~Takea Trip/' a similar networkprogrant. LQcal '",producer Richard Hartzell Was sorry to lose a good performer
but happy to see a good idea spread.
Supplementing these locally produced'evening-shows,. which
consume about 25 per cent of the station'S' fifty hours of
broadc;asting each week, are programs from o.theredllcational
television stations kinescoped and supplied by the National Educational Television and Radio Center, established at Ann
Arbor, Michigan, by the Fund for the Advancement of Educacion. The Center, recipient ofa three-year six million ,dollar
foundation grant, pays the cost of kinescopes and cont~ibutes
additional funds for producing some. programs. It mak@only
nominal charges for supplying shows. KETe has:.a$go,ooo grant
from the Center this year. More than half the money is being
used to improve the quality of kinescopedprogranu and to
finance other programs that RETe could not have afforded on
its strictly limited budget. The St. L<>.qisstation has supplied
more programs to the Center for national distribution thati any .
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other educational outlet. The programs it televises nerefrom
other stations provide variety, but none has created the big
audience reaction of some locally produced shows. Producers
suspect that non-eonunercial television stations, like sman~town
newspapers, serve their followers best by emphasizing local
angles otspecialized community services.
Educators who believe the primary mission of KETC is to
educate, point to the popular .5uccess of "The Religionsof Man,"
a one-credit college course, to refute the 'charge that televiSed
. courses do not attract listeners. Nearly 1300 persons enrolled
for the course at '\Vashington University'5nightschOOl last spring,
paying either $4 as auditors or $17 as credit-earning students.
Those examined did just as well as pupils taking a similar university course, reported 'Huston Smith, the ascetic-looking young
associate professor who taught it. Fully as important as tile registered students were the thousands who followed the talks without
paying any fee. Friends gathered weekly in their living rooms
to watch it. After being confronted with ideas by television, an
experience as stimulating as it was novel, they continued to talk
about these ideas far into the night and at their offices' the next

day.
The program taught ideas and changed attitudes. A thick
folder of letters in Smith's office attests to this. Many churche"s
have now formed discussion groups on comparative religions.
New York pUblishers wired St. Louis to learn why there was
suddenly such a heavy ron on normally slow-moving items like
The Bhagavad-r;ita and The Koran. The answer is clear - they .
were purchased by the businessmen and housewives who tasted
some fruits of die humanities and found their appetites whetted,
not dulled.
Listener surveys indicate that as many as 100,000 persons
. viewed single programs, the high mark for the station to date.
"The Religions of Man" could not match the popularity of uThe
$64,000 Question:' Undoubtedly it has stimulated more honest
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interest in learning. In thirteen weeks On television Smith taught
least twelvetimesas1l,!any people as he could hope to reach
in a lifetime ofcIassroom teaching.
"The ~nguage.of Music" has helped people who voice that
familiar complaint, "I only wish I knew more about.music}'
Professor Leigh· Gerdine, conducting.thisone-credit course/displayed as tnuch charm as Liberaceand considerably more'respect
for his own and his listeners' inteIUg-ence. Librari~ have re..
ported an increasejn record lending. A local radio station has
had weekly broadCasts of music to be analyzed. .
"The WinniQg of the. West," anotherone-credit course, now
in its second. semester, bas a special interest for St. Louisans,
.many of whose ancestors helped win it. In concrete terms ·Professor Jobn F. Bannon builds animageof the oft invoked, seldom
discussed America~ heritage~ ':
.
At the request of several local engineering firms the station is
offering a five-credit introductory college course in mathematics.
More than 150 employes are allowed to take off 45 minutes from
work to follow the lectures. Companies are underWriting tuition
costs of $80 per pupil. :wttere groups of twenty or more persons
are watching lectures together, Washington University supplies
'.an instructor to meet with these groups weekly to discuss problems of individual students.,
Inspired by the success of such programs, Washington and St.
Louis universities are now planning to offer a two-year junior
college degree through KETC. Although mosteducationaltele..
vision stations present college-credit programs, none. airs all the
basic courses required for a degree. Local planners want ta kinescope specially produced.lectures'usingsome of the finest teachers
in the country, invited here to plan and appear in programs.
The local universities, in addition to supplying their share of
television teachers, can also provide instructors for discussions
and laboratory sessions on'campus, so tbat pupil-teachercontaet
can supplement televised instruction..

at
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The two univenitie$ expect to double their enrollinents before
1970. Such a ndical plan"canmake,it financially and physically
pouible to handle this increase, die president of St. Louis Uni·
venity has indicated. A major foundation has shown interest in
financing the experimental project for six years.
Official$' of the St. Louis Board of Education have been sads..
fied 10 far with the 22~ hours of progranu available for $Chool
use each week. Spelling, science, and history shows C!re watched
in conjunction withcIassroom s~udy of these subjects. Some
claim that students, .creatures of habit, concentrate better upon
a televised teacher than a teacher in the ftesh. Television can't
stimulate as an excellent classropm teacher can. As one educator
points out, IILet's be honest. Few tea~hers are excellent. Educators must make the best of what they ~ave. Lectures by one
excellent televised teacher, supplemented. by the work of many
average teachers, are preferable' to dulliectures·by many average
teachers."
, The big test of television teaching is nolY' going on. Three onesemester courses are followed dally by goo selected pupils as a
substitute for - rather than a supplement to - classroom instruction. Their semester grades will be carefully compared with
those of another goo students re<;eiving instruction in the precathode tube fashion. A grant of $95,110 from the Fund for the.
Advancement ofEducation finances the experiment. The project
should offer a valid answer to the question: Can televised master
teachers do as good a job as classroom instructor$? If TV teaching
is proven to match classroom teaching, the national problem of
a rising school enrollmen~,_and a shrinking supply .of teachers
would bernuch closer to solution.
Teachers who have appeared on KETC agree television instruction is decidedly different in form, but not in content, from
regular teaching. A televised course is good to the extent that
it is not presente4 in classroom fashion, they believe. Te~evision
gives a teacher many additional visual aids, but it takes from a
I
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tea¥ one ot the oldest and s~rest means. of communicating
knowledge - the simple teacher-pupil dialogue.
KETe is the brainchild of Raymond Wittcoff,a young St.
~uisan with more interest in education than in his faIIiily's
prosperous hat business. He kept the infant idea alive until educators and others here were willing to take it over.
has since
become chairman of the National Citizens Committee for Educational Television, and has interested major foundations in
financing nationally the construction and, operation of educational television stations.
Since the St. Louis EducationaJ Television Commission was
incorporated in 1952, it has raised $1,282,000 for KETC. It has
provided a building to house a forty"person staff. It 'no longer
operates from the chaste confines of a women's.college dormitoiy,
as it did when it first went on the air. Although there were times
in the. spr~g of 1955 when it teetered ;prec:1r.iously ~etween
financial d15aSter and solvency, KETC fimshed~· first year last
June meeting its $300,000 in obligations.
The problem is: Can KETC continue to get dollars-and-eents
as well as moral s~pport from the public? With two million per'sons within range of the St. Louis tower, annual contributions
averaging ten cents per citizen, from 'individuals, corporations,
and civic groups, when combined with $145,000 subscribed by
schools, would give the station a basic budget of $.345,000 annuaJly. A slight increase in this figure per capita would greatly
expand the station's services. Not every person solicited gives his
dime. Leading citizens and corporatioIl$ recognize this and are
willing to make large contributions. Whether the budget goal
can be reached will not be known until December, when the
results of this year's canva$singare known.
Last October the Commission finally faced a financial· crisis
resulting from the collapse of·its May fund-raising drive,. when
industry was solicited and contributions sought from listeners
in a door-to-door canvass. Poor organization, not the tight-

He
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fi$tedness of St. Louisans, caused its collapse, but the memory of
this failurestillbaunts the station. The Comtnission blamed the
fund-raiser and he blamed the Co~missionfor the debacle. Producers were in the middle, chatged<·with disloyalty to the station
for sPending so much money on community television programs,
and counter-eharging meddling and bungling by Commission
members. One producer reported, flNever have I seen it so difficult for grown men to agree upon simple questions of fact, not
to mention conttoversiesover policy!' An epigraph from Jlroverbs greets a person entering the KETC studios:"\Vhere there
is no vision, the people will perish." It nearly became an epitaph:
HWhere there is no money, the station will perish:'
The reason people are becoming more confident about the
future of t.he station is that Dr. Arthur H. Compton, a Nobel _
Prize winner, has been named executive director of KETC. Dr.
Compton helped split the atom. He was given the task, seemingly
-;
as difficult, of putting together the pieces of an organization
shattered by factionalism and budget troubles. A former teacher
and commercial television producer, George L. Arms, was appointed station manager. But the Commission had already driven
away a number of talented young producers and directors. Arms
has succeeded in putting Commission. members back in place
and raising staff 'morale.
.
Pragmatically concentrating upon producing as many different
- kinds of programs as possible, Arms has been helped by the
$9°,000 grant fro~ the Ann Arbor Center, for this has ,b~oug.ht
his budget for the current year into line with that of the pr~vious
one. In explaining his concept of audience, he has declared.
HK;ETC does not seek large audiences for every program; instead, it tailors most of its program schedule to meet a variety of
interests of smaller groups - housewives, bird-watchers, musiclovers and others. The total number of persons viewing at least
one KETO prograDl each week is ,the significant figure:',
His boss, a humanist as well a~ a scientist, believes a long-run
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philosophy must be d~fined for, non-eommercial television. After .
years of researc~ conce~i~g a synthesi$ of scieJlceand religion
this job looks relatively easy to Compton. He wants to have a
balanced budget and a' balanced programsthedulc, recognizing
the value of formal educational programs and Qf community,
television shows. Having head~d .WashingtonUniversity for
eight years# heappreciat~s the problems ofeducatol'$. 'I'~levision
can help solve some of their problems quickly. Since ,schools
.supply guaranteed income
- their requests are receiving priority.
Not wanting KETC to become a mere adjunct of the local
schools# he holds a firm belief in the power 9f educational television to nee thousands of chairbound suburbanites, fr()m. their
mass entertainment captors. If KETC rises, it will Iift the cOmmunity with it, Dr. Compton has stated.
What of the station's audience? A small group of adults is
~olidly devoted to the station, much like listeners to highbrow
FMradio. A larger audience occasionally dials the channel for
education, entertainment, or practical information. A minority,
those impervious to education or television or both! totaIly ignores KETC. Children, too young to be influenced by the non..
. commercial tag on the station,' enthusiastically follow HThe
Finder." A real indication of the hold KETO has upon the community was the public concern when the station was flound~ring
-: last summ~r. Persons who would n~v-er lose a mo.ment's thought
about the, problems of NBC in signingsoItle star for a million
dollars contributed letters.tO" the local press, telling how they
thought their station should be run.'"
.
Many of KETO's problems have come be~use its people think
big. Most educational television stations have not yet faced such
problems:because they have lesser goals.. Residents of more than
150' other cities for which educational channels have been al..
lotted but not claimed can envy St~ Louisans.. The fight for a
creative, plug-free station to enliven and enrich their living
-rooms is still uphill. Most cities have not yet begun to fight.

..
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THE FUNERAL OF PAPJE
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than two hours before Papje's funeral. The
rain came slanting in green transparency a,gainst the ndow
panes, making sound like small birds scratching when it
drilled through the top branches of the lindens. It was an adverse
day for certain, and actually justanothcr one of Dirk's days off,
but it seemed almost as if the severity of this mid-summer
weather tried for the nonce to make a heady excuse for the unemployment which had beset him for several weeks. It rained
angrily, steadily, and even with finality.
At the moment, however, up het:e on their third floor, the
rain seemed to be insisting thatPapje had died at the age of
eighty-tw<? A ripe age, it was true, but .•.
HI think it's proper dlat it's raining on the people that are
burying him'" Dirk said casually, to hide how intensely he felt
about the funeral.
Anneke looked up from her sewing, held it aloft for private
inspection, and after several minutes answered: "You really
would like to go, wouldn't you, Dirk?"
He shook his bead. "It's pouring, but I'm afraid I'm worryi~g
about Papje's goats. Even though he died, they're still his goats,
and substan~iallythey must be as independent ashe:'
Both remained silent for a while, listening to the drumming
rain and remembering Papje's last visit, two months ago. Papje
always came kind of clandestinely, without any warning, always
smiling with the joy - he' made it seem a forbidden joy - of his
unexpected call. He'd stand there solidly on his yellow painted,
city-going wooden shoes, wiping the shiny 'Visor of his black cap
vigorously on his sleeve, and unbuttoning the two brass buttons
T WAS LESS
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nearest his throat, before he would say: "Well, children, here 1
am again. Almost a year since the last time, blit it takes mijnh~er
the doctor to summon me to the city at all;''
The next minute he would be sittinggtinning in the chair
near'the window, and Anneke would pour him a cup of tea, and
he'd say gently: "So it's this way still, Dirk, you're ho~e in the
middle of the day stillt even while Dirk went rummaging
through the cupboard for that crock of fentiler which they always
brought out for the occasion, the same crock for four years now.
A moment later,' however, Papje would be talking' about his'
goats, btlt never about ~s grievous andgrinidaughters,not even
about the oldest one, with whom he was suffered to live in his
own house. H\Vell now, sweethearts," he'd say later in patting,:'
"off to the doctor, and he'll smell the jenever and say I drink too
much, but what's the use telling him I drink just once a year
with you young ones. I'll tell my goats all about you, for sure,
you here in this narrow coop ofa steep house where you don't
belong, but they'll understand. Because you must maintain an
honest and lively spirit, no matter."
"It's an hour's bus ride to the funeral," Anneke said now. "But
as you say, it's raining:'
He looked at her furtively, because she understood how he
felt about Papje's goats. HI could catch the next bus and just
make the funenl1," he said.
4'Of course, you could, and I'm coming with you/' She put. her
sewing aside, brushed her lap, and walked to the closet to put on
a raincoat. "B~t I'm coming along only to keep you from going
to Papje's house afterwards, where they've been hatching out
his death for years. The vultures."
"It's too horrible a day to go all the way to Noordbergum just
the same," he argued, grabbing his own raincoat. "You could
be sitting here cozy, while I .. :' but he didn't finish, because
they were on their way down the three narrow flights of stairs
frorn their Hat, and she was running.
'/
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It Was an hour later that he said: "Yes, you are rjght, vulturesl
Even if Papje himself never said it."
They were now standing in the brink of the village; where
t.be bus had dropped them less than ten minutes ago. The rain
slanted angrily down upon them, and the water shook from the
elms and lindens as with personal malice. "Vultures, but fat
ones:' he said again, while she clutched his ann more tightly,
and they watched the bJackbell of Noordbergum's ancient, pineapple shaped tower - the eleventh oldest in all of Holland; a
preposterous ranking, he thought"':" go into motion. It,took two .
or three complete somersaults before any sound came, and first
a small arm.yof rooks .and· magpies went Happing raggedly away
on "bitter spurts of rain and wind. Only after that did the bell
clang plangentIy, and at the same tnODlent the funeral cortege
came around the corner out of the town square and started
crossing the tree studded brink toward the church.
They were the only spectators. They huddled closer together
in tbeir loneliness, in an· irrevocably recalled loss and bereavement which they hadn't wanted to feel, and which they started
contesting.with the desperate hope that their presence here was
n()t primarily dictated by anger, but by their homage toward
old Papje. It was difficult to disentangle emotions honestly from
this bitter rain and from this old home town of theirs which
they bad rejected, in spite of their first happy years there. "Of
course, we still have loads of friends here," Anneke had said a
bit stridently a few minutes earlier. "But none of them are
Papje's. relatives, of course:'
They were approaching now - Papje's relatives. The entire
procession was on foot, except the coffin on its very low, black
cloth-draped dray. The black plumed horses bobbed in front
of it, quivering black tassels and black ribbons, the way Papje
had always approved of them.
HOnly horses understand pomp and ceremony rightly," he had
argued. "They even understand the sentiments. s~ch as they are.
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The right animals alw~Ysdo. Nothing understands humor like
a goat. But people!".
He would have felt bemused that the people came drearily
on foot through the rain. HHi$goatsought to be here, prancing
and properly garlanded." Dirk said. HI wonder what they'vedone
with them. I really wonder:'
Because the procession was about to pass them, Anneke didn't
answer. She wanted to take his mind off those goats~ so that she
started showing excessive respect for the· fat,stiff-eorsetted
daughters of Papje with their black bordered h~ndketchiet$at
their mouths, and their eyes violent with overt grief, or chagrin
at the stinging rain..Their black coated men f()llowed~ all the
sons-in-law chewing tobacco, peppermints or dnnamon bark, so
that the confused odors lay stratified upon· the air between rain
and wind flurries.
Only tbe behavior of the horses was impeccable. The plumes
on their grave heads danced a solemn ballet as i~ travesty to the
;,~cortege following. "How horribly proper," Anneke said, hugging her husband's arm for succor. -'But you didn't take your hat
off, Dirk!'
.
"Too wet," he answered. "And it would make P~pje laugh."
"Naturally - so why not make him laugh?"
"That's confusing issues/' he argued a little louder, now
that most of the procession had -sculHedpastthem and there
remained only the muffed and baffled Children, making up the
tail end, wearing their frugally patched Sunday second.,bests,
clattering along on their black Sunday wooden shoes. "There
were fifty-seven," Anneke counted. "Each and all~f them practically descended frOltl him. Such an awful waste of good spirits."
Dirk said: uThe next bus back to the city will be here in five
minutes:'
"Still, we ought to let them Plarch' into· church first'" she
answered, p~ering for the bus down the wind-swept road that
funneled into the brink. The outskirts of the brink were now

\
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.dotted with cautious spectators, who seemed intent on keeping
thewelve$ half hidden behind the thick boles of-~e \trees; as if
theirs was rome $Ort of childhood game transmuted uncon;tfortably into adult behavior.·A few nodded distantly in recognition,
because there were the austere amenities of the funeral to be
kept first•.
HHave you figured out just exactly why we came?" Dirk asked
her unexpectedly.
("
,tLet's not," she answered hurriedly. "It'll aU add up to remembering, and wh~t'$ the use. Apart from our respect for Papje,
of course."
.
TIle last of the procession had straggled into the church, and
the bell ended its tolling on a truncated wail. Already the rooks
started flying back. to the belfry. Then the bus' came in sight,
but Dirk said: "We're not going to take that bus. Now that
they're all in church, let's walk to his house and see what they've
done with the goats. 'Ve'll take the next bus."
"But that's just exactly what we shouldn't do *ou know. And
we'll have to walk past all those people who remember us," she
protested, as if that really mattered. "And it's raining terribly,
and my {eetare soaked, and there's sure to be somebody at his
house to watch us."
"'Ve'n just see if his goats are there:' he said implacably.
. "I know, but we shouldn't," she said cautiously, skirting and
hopping puddles, holding on to his arm. "There with our own
bouse next door. The way we built it to be married in. There
now, rm saying it."
All the time she was greeting the villagers dutifully, with that
slightly mocking inflection of hers that would mark her to them
as a city woman. They were barely remembered acquaintances
after all, yet very likely acquaintances of their loss and rejection
only.
-"They all seem so complacent and gleaming with curiosity,"
he grumbled, "but you go lilting fancy greetings at them."
3'

"
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"But that's better than your fretting about those goats," .she
answered casually, noddingherhead at a woman standing On he~
stoop, with the inevitable broom, a woman now tolling het
apron around her bfl,reanns, not so much to protect them against
/. the rain as to be able to spy and calculate better. And she'd b~
saying to herself: "Well, 'well, I haven't seen them. here Iora
long time. I wonder why they'vecome here now -- for that
funeral? They seem all right, in appearance, but I know he's been
out of work for weeks and months~ and, they.livingthere -thiee
flights up in the city, while they could have ~heir house here,
if .. .'"

Anneke made herself listen to Dirk, instead -of imagining further what that woman might be .surmising.She dung a little'
harder, walked a little closer to him. uOf course, the goats will
be old and tough, or they would have ~aten them," he was
mumbling. "They would have had them for theirafter..funeral
feast. They'll',be even too old to give milk, you can depend.on
that. But they'll be full of theoldPapje,~rid wondering what
JJecame ofhim. He would have let ~eIXllive forever, or as long
a..~ goats can live."
"God have mercy on us," she implored gently, against all this
world of rain,'sore memories, half reme~beredold neighbors,
bedeviled goats and Dirk's fretfulness, which could be her own
-so easily if she allowed her old sorrows to get the upper hand. "1
suppose it would have been -better to have stayed at hom~. Here
we're back to be badgered and so soon after Papje's funeraL"
"It's sti.Il his funeral," he said hugging her armcomp~~jon..
ate1y against his Ti~s. It now seemed to her that they must both
be aching si1l1;ultaneously, with an almost physical pain. And
actually he was thinking: ~here'spain all through me. But it
must be the weather. I carrt afford another reason for myself in
this old town, and ~o work for weeks.
The village ended beyond the towering mill with its slack,
rain-dripping wings, and then the road narrowed itself between
o.

,

'
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dark yew hedges and glooming trees which were tossing as with
a personal pas.sion~ They could see the two houses now~ where,
the road forked. She could tell that he didn't: want to'look at the
twah,ons,C$,because he SCli,d with irrational gaiety: "rm hapPY
we came after all."
"\ ,
(' ,
"rm happy tOO, deart she answered.
They reached the newer of the two houses fust, the clear
yellow brick one with its purple trimmings and its three jovial
looking donners, still jovial even if there were a stranger's red
curtains at them now. They couldn't pretend they were ignoring
the house. But they were not going to talk' about it~ They had
built it according to their own plans and designs before the war,
when he had had his own business here. Now it belonged to a
lost dispensation. That's why, Annek~ thought, it should have
been conclusive enough to have watched the funeral procession
only. Yet if Dirk felt that there was something incomplete, it
was right that she had,conie with him, and hadn't insisted on
taking the'lirst bus back to the city.
They were now opposite the older house, Papje's house. It
looke.d flattened and black beneath the too heavy, rain soaked
thatched roof. In back of it the, goatshed leaned awry, as if it
had already decided on its own not to buffet even one more
autumn storm. "And this is July," Dirk reminded her, to show
that he bad been thinking about autumn too. From the chimney
of the old bouse came wisps of smoke and the acrid smells of
peat. The smoke also came billowing across the open half door
near the rear.
Then they saw a woman with a black cap fringing a red face,
irritated by smoke or weeping; staring at them across the half
door before she opened it and shooed a cat out and flapped her
apron at the smoke. She was one of Papje's lesser relative$, th¢y
seellled to rem~mber, and as' if to corroborate it, the wom~n
shouted: uYes, but where have I seenyoD two'folks beforerI
just hope you're nbt back from the funeral, because I haven't
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got thipgs half ready yet, and me here alone doing everything.
But you're as wet as frogs. Won't you come in and dry off?"
Dirk shoOk'his head, but Annekesaid with her politest lilt:
uNo thank you, 'dear. We just came around for old times sake."
uOh~ you're the couple that lost the house," the woman
shouted, puckering her face' with curiosity,. and peering,next at
'the yellow brick, purple trimmed house acrosstbe hedge. '''Well
now, what do you knowI" and with tbatshe ,summed up herabhorrence at their having committ~d the cardinal sin of losing
their material possessions.
'
"''Vhere are Papje's goats?" Dirk asked. IIWe came to have a
look at the goats."
"The, old goats?" the woman asked with righteous contempt,
both for them and the goats, now that she had placed the~ and
their loss properly. She pointed disdainftIiIyat five wise goat
heads jutting through a broken window of the shed. ,"You can
take them 'away. Thetre no good. They're old and to,ugh. But in
the city you wouldn't mind that, I suppos~," she a~cledwith, a
taunt. "Well, you can see I'm busY/'and she ducked back ip.to
the smoky house, where they could hear her start clattering
kettles.
"They walked toward the goat shed. All five ofthe goats started
nuzzling them in their special wayward fashion. T~ey wereobviously Papje's goats still. Their shattered-amber eyes were filled
with capriciousness, mischief and -what might be mockery of
sorrow. IIYou can tell 'they're Papje'sgoats. They.have his spirit
and nobody can kill that," Dirk said~ I·SO what are we going to
do with them? She told us to take them away, didn't she?" ~
"We 'can't do that, Dirk/' ,
.
"We .have her official permission. Right from beneath that
black fringed cap of hers. She even dared to."
She looked back at the house; more clatter and more .smoke
came issuing from it. uShe's only a poor l'elauve. Besides) she'll
be coming out any minute, or choke in that smoke."

us
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"'Ve'll set her free, too," he argued, and started twisting at the
length ofrusty wire that secured the door of the shed. uShe wasn't
good enough togo to the funeral. They must have something
on her, so they blackmailed her to stay behind_and do-all the
work:' He had straightened the wire, ~ut before he opened
the door he said bitterly, Hthey haven't been fed all day, I can .
tell.",
'~Youtre really going to let them go," she said uneasily, yet
stepping dutifully aside to let the goats go prancing and cantet..
. ing past her, even with a wist~lly approving smile on her face•
..\Vhen Dirk went in pursuit of the goats through the back yard,
she clo~ed the shed door carefully before she followed.
The goats went gamboling and capering toward the dark loom- .
ing pinewoods, occasionally looking back with rapt and conspiratory glances. But no one stirred from 'the house.
Now that they had entered the pinewoods and heard the rain
sizzling on the trees, they started going faster, all
time carefully along the ,narrow goat paths they themselves had previdusly
made with Papje leading them. They kept skittering across the
rain glossed pine needles, amused at the two human beings that.
came running after them, in a game they evidently approved of.
Dirk and Anneke kept running after the _goats, .but now it
was a joke on pursuit, a goatish game and they themselves were
unmercifully involved. When the goats came to a· sudden stop
and started nibbling capriciously, they too stopped, and stood
listening to the rustling pinewood silences. A crow Hew over, a
disconsolate bird with a possessed and haunted sounding caw.
Remember, Anneke wanted to ask Dirk, remember when the
Germans first invaded and we had- to run into these woods and
bide here, and Papje had already tethered the goats here? And
we cou~d see the' Nazis stop at our house and we could hear them
shout noisy German questions int~ it, but all the wJtile the goats
kept so silent? Remember, Dirk? And how much they actually
helped us, doomed as we were, so that for the time being we

the
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could stand it, because the goats were so wise and derisive about
it all?
AIl that she actually said a~oud was, "Remember, Dirk?" .while
they stood there waiting for the nibbling goats. He nodded.
Then the goatsstartedcapeting again, with a .fluny of swift
wilfulness. Now their pace was $0 fast and. devious-that in less
than five minutes they'were completelyout of sight.·"We'll never
catch them again,". Dir;ksaidcomfortably. ·'Nobody will. They
might even go scampetingacross the border into Gennany, to
play Papje tricks on them there, but nobody will be able to catch
thein~"·

I

She nodded solemnly~ c'I'm glad you ma4e us do it:' she wd,
agd in thedarkdrizzling.woods she embraced him. HBecausenow
we've buried Papje properly. Do you remember, Dirk, how he
used to misdirect. the Germans and tbey'dgo circling back acrOSS
their own border? And the time they shot at him three times and
missed each time, ·because he was JUSt like his goats. Even in tbe
Bible goats are cursed and perverse/'
He shook his head gently ·over her and kissed her~ The rain
spattered around thema~doVer them.. He wanted; to say: Thanks
so much, Anneke. Thanks so much for keeping me from talking
about our lost house and my lost business. Because saying it
would be cruel and superfluous. Yet he had to say: HRemember
when they put Papje in prison for resisting? Resisting in that
comical way they couldn't swallow? And he stayed i~ prison,
rather than be·bailed out by his daughters and the c91Iaboratbig
husbands, who were worse than the Germans. Remember how
..
they hated us for siding with him, because we were play!ngt}.Je
game stupidly, and before they'd always thought we were$marter
than they? And ruining my Iitdebusiness, and thet.! us not wanting 0!1r house back later;-when it was ~lIover" and~ we could
have come back to Noordbergum, but • ~ :' He said that much,
Pa-pje's
holdingOherclose, making an ellipsis Qf the realloss~ It
daughters who had been really responsible,·and Papje knew, but
.

'\

I
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(auld only nod silently and sympathetically over his once yearly
jenever1but notrernind them otherw~. HAnd they thought us
extra auper·foob for riot wanting to live here again in our own
hou'e, even if we were then poor and plundered, because we .
aawno realmerc:y? No savor surely for coming back here?~'
He was silent. He nunled his mouth in her hair, while she
waited, because he hadn't said aU of it yet. "But we had to come
back here, much later, and we had to look at it this way, and act
. about it in this way, didn't we, Anneke?"
I'Yes, and give Papje his real funeral," she said.
Then they .tarted walking once more, arms around each
other'. waists,. allowing themselves to be eight years younger,
and $0 much ~ore innOCent and forgiving. Even allowing them·
.selves to emerge from the pinewood onto the road, with thelur. ,
prise they had felt the first time they had done 50, a surprise of
discovery and now remembrance.
.
On the edge of the windswept road they started waiting for
the next bus. Suddenlya sour, lemon colored sun pushed through
the .clouds and seemed to put a perelIJ.ptory halt to the rain. ''It
would be foolish anyway to have it rain longer," she $aid. "We're
completely drenched, It'$ all over now, isn't it, Dirk?;'
flYes, deart he $aid and took her arm formally, because the
bus was in sight. With a capricious· and evengoatish display he
lifted her into the bus, with a fine French flurry in this stolid
comer of the country. The passengers and the busdriver giggled.
They sat quietly smiling in the bus, very wet. She t~ld him they
would have some of. Papje's jenever when they got back to their
narrow and cheap flat. "Yes, Mevrouw/' he said.

-- ....
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PRESSURES FOR COMMUNITY
'PLANNING IN POST-WAR
CALIFORNIA

P

'\Torld War II, community planning was little
, known in California. The state has bad a planning law '
•. since 1929 but the need for its use was not seriously reoogniz~ until the population pressures resulting £rom the war
began to have an effect.
.
The war gave a tremendous impetusto Indusiri~lexpansionin
thestate, especially in 'shipyards, arsenals, aircraft, and lIlunitions
producing plants. Ne,w residents migrated from other state. to
man war industries and other industri~·$uifeting a shortage of
workers, such as' food processing. Many'people who arrived in
this manner decided to make California their permanent home.
large numbers of military personnel stationed in California or
passing throughCalifomia portS en route to battle areas took a
strong fancy to the state and returned eventually to live in the
state.
A survey of enrollment in Hayward Union High School in
Alameda County in 1951-52 indicated that 61 percent pf the
students were children of parents who came to California after
1939 because of defense work, Federal service, or, other .reasant
connected with the war effort.
Since the war, population has co~tinued to flow in
.ali..
fornia,attracted by' the climate and relatively favorable opportunities for employment created by post-war business expansion.
The result of these war and post·war developments may be
expressed in the following figures:
RIOR TO
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Between April 1940 and April 1950 Califomia's population
increased from 6,907,387 to 10,569,000.
Since April 1950 population has Increased to more than
13,000,000.

'

Califomia has moved from fifth place in population among
the states to ~cond place,· surpassing Penmylvania. At its·
current rate of growth it will displace New York $Orne time
between 1970 and J980 as the most populous sta,te.. At that
time its population is expected to· reach 20,000,000.
Since 1950 Califomia's popul~tion has increased at the rate
of one additional person every 1.2 minutes. '
,

The magnitude of the population increase isiiot by itself the
most significant factor in the .ituation. In keeping with populathe nation, California, once a rural
tion trends elsewhere
state, has become predominantly urban. About two-thirds of
the 1940-50 population increase occurred in'urbanplaces. More
than one-third of the increase occurred inLes Angeles County
alone, giving it 40 per cent of the state's population. Approximately one-fifth of the 1940-50 population jncrease occurred in
tlie San Franci$co-Oakland metropolitan area. The six counties
of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo and
Solano, with only 2 per cent of the state's land area, packed in
20 per cent of its 1950populauon. In population density, the
metropolitan areas of Los Angeles and Columbus, Ohio, are
comparable; so likewise are the metropolitan areas of San
Francisco-Oakland and Buffalo, New York.
Future population growth will greatly ~gnify problems now
evident in the urban centers of the state. Between six and seven
million additional people will have to be housed and employed
in the cities and metropolitan areas of the $tate by about 1975.
The future demands of urban ~developmentmake effective urban
planning one of the highest priority needs of the state.

in
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The central pr~blem of community planning is the corltrQ1of
population density and distribution on the land available to the
community, to the end that' homes and work..places.J . .schools, .
parks) water and sewer systems and other facilities may be pro..
,vided efficientl~ and (it may be hoped) attractively. Before 1940.
population was distributed in a fairly leisurely manner over...
Ca:liforniats landscape. Since 1940 -the inflmchas been fat too
rapid, and communities far too unprepared, to ensure proper
guidance and control.
,California's unpreparedness may be explained it?- part by the
wartime "first things first" attitude, in which getting people into
war plants lVas the urgent concern of public authorities, and how
and wllere .they lived was the very secondary concern ··0£ the
people themselves. There was some pUbJJ.cwar housing but it
was small in relation to need, and also temporary in nature. Since
the war,' the populations of these war housing projects have had
to be re·housed and the areas of war housing have become prime
targets fOJi redevelopment.
_
; In partlaho, California's .unpreparedness. 'was a na~urallegag
p£ .the stat~ts history.MostCaIifomiacommunitie$ were born in
the atmosphere of pioneer days when the state's land resources
seemed unlimited. Township sites, school d~strictsJ water and '
sewer systems, streets and highways, were generally' laid out to
meet the requireinentsof "horse and buggy day$.. Subsequent
increases in population density in $e older urbanarea$ have
overtaxed their facilities to the breaking .point. Residential
development has spilled over and outward into previously rural
areas; but far from solving the problems o£the older cities; this
expansion has merely spread their problems into thecountryside•
.No longer do Californians automaticallyassociate groWth with
progress. They are coming .to recognize that 'growth also means
the problems associated ~th accelerated urban e"pansion for
which the state was not physically otpsycbologicallyprepared.
A serious threat now exists toa way of living that has been.yn-
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onymous with California-and has in the P3.$t been the major .
inducement to its population growth. Unplanned, uncoordinated population growth presents a threat to the economy of the
state, to the $O~vency of local government, and to the attributes
afgood living for which the $tate is traditionally known.
This threat consists primarily in the way in whiCh land is being
takenup.to supply new houses, new jobs, and new facilities for
the expanding population. Even in a state as large as California,
land is a limited resource. Even if this were not so, the ways in
which people arrange their communities upon the land, the ways
in which they '''keep hOl;1sc" upon the land, determine t~e physical environment in which they live. Nature endowed California
with the material· elements of gracious living; in the post-war
period, much of that legacy is being squandered.
As growth problems have multiplied, the hours spent by planning commissions, city councils, boards of'supervisors, school
districts and other pubHc bodies on planning problems have
increased a thousand fold. No criticism is intended of these hard
working officials. They have done the best they could in a situation they were not prepared to handle. Without their labors the
situation would be far worse. As the Assembly In~erim Committee on Conservation, PJanningand Public Works declared in its .
1958 report, "were it not for the vision and skill of the city and
county;officials, their planning commissions and professional advisers, the scene would have closely approached the chaotic"The villain of the piece is not the officials, but the limited con':
cept of planning under which they work. Local failures and
frustrations have stemmed largely from lack of understanding
of the interrelated nature of problems arising from physical
growth~ Highways have been built larger than ever before, but
they have been too often located and d.csigned without benefit of
plans for the use of the land which generates highway traffic.
Factqties have been built, only to find that subdivisions have
sprung up next door by the time the factories need adjoining
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land for expansion. Fanners have made theeartb fruitftil,·and,
accepted their modest re~ard for doing so; but their returns. do
not pe~it them tosbare the costs of strec;ts,sewers,drainage.t
and schools for large residential developments at theedgeo£
their fields and orchards. School administrators, recreation lead..
ers, highway engineers, sanitary district officials, have ~llworked
hard and conscientiously to extend facilities as fast as new sub,.
divisions grow; but their efforts have been too often unrelated
and. uncoordinated. They had before them no ~tateIIlent·ofthe
objectives of physical development of the area, th~ capacities to
which ,the area could economically be developed1and the tinan..
dell and other means available to do so.C09rdination <:anonly
be provided by. full use of the planning tools available and tbe
development of a long range, comprehensive plan to guide and
coordinate the efforts of local officials in the solution of physicaldevelopment problems.
In large measure, failures and frustrations $tem from a false .
sense" of security that once a planning commission is set up and
is holding meetings, the job is being done. Planning commi~
sians have been forced by lack of funds in some cases, or lack of
adequate. personnel in others, or limited authority in others, to
confine their work largely to matters. of zoning and subdiviSion
regulations rather than long· range planning. The planning
director of San Bernardino County has reported, for example,
that "our county has b.eengrowingso rapidly in population that
our commission has been forced tq function asa .zoning andsulr
division commission rather than as a true planning COJI1mission."· .
.In this and many other cases the mechanics of zoning administration present s.uch.a burden an\ a pla~ningc?tnmissi~n. and its
staff that no tlme 15 left for long range plannlDg~ Zowng alone, _
planners know, cannot effectively deal with growth unless guided
by all over-all plan relating the quantity and balance of various
land uses with community needs and desires.. It is in this kind of
situation that an mcreasingnumber ofcomJI1unitieS have~lled -
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on planning consultants for assistance in drafting their long.:.
range plans.
The impact of unplanned growth is nowhere more .~ident
tbanin rural communitie$. Mr. A. C. Carter, Manager of the
Farmer'. Cooperative Exchange of'Santa Cruz, Santa Clara, and
Monterey Counties bas described some typical subdivisions
practices as they look to a farmer:
The promoter comea in, buys up k1mebody's beautiful and priceless
land, and luddenly synthetic'IIlatchboxes appear by the hund;redl.
Gone the li£e-giving orchard or' poultry ranch, or beautiful dairy,
or vegetable field. .'. • At the rate the baY' areas are destroying farm
land, people of the future IIlay well be buying their farm products
from Utah or some other remote area.

In Santa Clara County, once the fruit growing center of the
s~te, unplanned and uncoordinated subdivision development
has scattered subdivisions over two hundred square miles of
prime agricultural land, with at least one subdivision in each
~uaremile. As isolated subdivisions appear amidst the· prune
and apricot orchards, demands arise for street, water, sewer,
school, and other city~type services which must be paid for in
large part by taxes on the surrounding agricultural land. Wi~h
proper planning, all of the Santa Clara County subdivisions
might be encon1passed in an area of no more than twenty~five
or thirty square miles, leaving the remaining agricultural lands
as a primary $Duree of economic wealth and beauty for the area.
This kind of situation, occurring around the large cities in
every part of the state, is beginning to awaken farmers to an
interest in the use of planning and :zoning measures to protect
. agricultural lands. Santa Clara County has pioneered in this type
of zoning. San Joaquin County, at the urging of its Farm Bureau,
has followed suit. Solano County, also with Farm Bureau help, is
considering a similar measure. In 1M Angeles County steps are
.being taken to maintain some agricultural producing areas
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which would otherwise be oblitetatednebdlessly by 'urban
sprawl.
,~'
Industrial development has also suffered from lack, nf pIanning. In Sacramento, for example, the Chamber of Commerce
embarked after the war on an ambitious program -0£ industrial
promotion and development. Research indicated the advantageJS
to industry of locating in the Sacramento Metropolitan Area.
, Plants came and industrial sites were developed, But without
advance planning to guide development in the unincorporated
areas around the city, residential subdivisions have been permitted literally ariywhere. Cases developed-where .industries
which had been invited into the area were cited as nuisances,
real or fancied, by subdivisions later developed adjacent to the
plants. Industrial plants with plans for expansion were thwarted
in their plans by the taking up of adjacent lands for residential
purposes. In the Decoto area south of Hayward, subdivisions
pushed all the way across valuable indu~trialland adjacent to the
WeStern Pacific and Southern Pacific Railroads. Thesesubdivisions could have been located elsewhere. Industry r-equiring,rail
services needed that location; it must now look elsewhere.
In both Sacramento and the Ha~ardarea,situations like
these have led to pressures to develop community plans. Although these plans come late, they are better than never.
Throughout California, industry is looking for the protection _
that comes from intelligent planning.
"
Lack of planning for the use of land has cost California com·
munities dearly in higher taxes for schools and other public
facilities. School sites must'be obtained well in"advance -of need.
Balanced land-use is essential to 5upportscbool operating costs.
In San Mateo County, for e~ple, more than half of local prop..
erty taxes go to support the schools. At present taX rates, it requires an assessed valuation of approximately $9000 to educate
one elementary school child, $.18,000 for twocbildren. The
typical new subdivision home adds one to' twocbildren to the
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school population; its contribution to ~ valuation in the
school district is no more than $3500 to $4000. In this situation
San Mateo County recognizes an urgent need to encourage open
areas and industrial development, to reduce .the deficiency between the assessment necessary to support schools and the assessment contributed by new residential subdivisions.'
.
Recreation has suffered through unplanned development of
California metropolitan areas. In the Hayward area between
)945- and 1952, for example, about 3650 acres were subdivided
for homes. In this same period only 17 acres were acquired and
improved for park purposes. This situation has led to the formation of the Hayward Area Park, Recreation and Parkway District
which is working for more a~equate recreation facilities in the
area as part of the general ,planning program.,
Regional recreation areas and facilities in California are inadequate and overcrowded. :Many beauty spots and places of
historic value are being destroyed by overuse and misuse. On
the hopeful side, it can be said that there is increasing awareness
of this situation. The Assembly Interim Committee on Conservation, Planning and Public Works is considering proposals for a
state-wide plan of recreation facilities to be developed by the
State Division of Beaches and Parks. Many counties and cities
are looking to consultants specialized in recreation planning to
help them meet their problems in this field.
Los Angeles County, in which California's population boom
of the 1920'S was centered, has p,ioneered in planning effort in
the state. The Los Angeles Regional Planning Commission was
established in 1922 and has done important work in planning
for highways, parks, airports, shore line development and zoning. The city of Los Angeles, which occupies an area as great as
San Mateo County or Santa Cruz County, has become a unique
laboratory in which virtually all the problems of physical development can be found in abundance. As Huber L. Smutz, one
of the pioneer Los Angeles planners, has pointed out:
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Nearly every conceivable problem can be found within the city
limits: su~mer beach homes, weekend mountain cabins, p~atial
estates, dude ranches, blighted districts, farm land, grazing land, orchards, oil fields, quarries, mines, international airport, shipping har';
bor, pleasure aaftbarbor, Hollywood, and - combined with thisthe usual residential, business and industrial development of a metropolitan city. (Proceedings of American Society of Civil EngineerS,
July 1952).

Two problems will illustrate the pressures for planning in
Los Angeles County. One ~ the threat to the Los Angeles County
d~iryindustry,.which in 1944 and 1949 led all United States
counties. Rapid subdivision of land is eliminating pasture areas.
To keep the city supplied with milk, cows are being brought into
the county from outside, milked until dry, and then shipped out .
of the county or slaughtered. This is an expensive and wasteful
method of getting milk.
...
Another kind of problem is the Alhambra airport. In its heyday, it was one of the finest air terminals in the country, costing
one million dollars. In less than two years it became obsolete for
modem aircraft. for fifteen years, however, it served for· commercialand private flying and as a test field for an aircraft factory.
It figured prominently in the Los Angeles County Master Plan
for airports in .940. But rising land prices proved its undoing. _..
By 1947 an excellent airpor,t had been subdivided and a housing
project had taken its place.
This kind of situation has led Los Angeles County, with the
help and advice of the California Aeronautics Commission, to
purchase land in the San Gabriel Valley for a new airport to
combat a desperate dearth of aviation facilities. Between 1929
and 1953 airports in Los Angeles County were reduced from 57
to 19, although population more than doubled_ during this
period. The elimination of airports is a threat to many business .
enterprises in Los Angeles County which use non-carrier com-
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mercial aircraft. Loss of these industries would have a serious
effect on the county tax structure.
The growth of highway traffic is one of the more obvious exw
ample& of the pressures for planning in postwwar California. The
automobile·1ias encouraged subdivisions in rural areas,. at some
d~stance from employment centers and public transportation
facilities. It has created an almost insatiabl~ demand for str~ets,
highways and freeways, and parking spaces, to transport ,uburban dwellers at an average of 1.3 persons per car to jobs 'and
shopping districts. Congestion, delay and accident take anenor~ous toll in economic loss and human wear and ·tear. In large
part, this problem goes far beyond fhe ability of local communities to solve. The establishment 0'1 the San Francisco 13ay Area
Rapid Transit Commission offers hopeful recognition of the
need for action on a regional basis, but the barriers to coordination by the many political bodies involved remain to be
overcome.
In the field of water and power resources California faces one
of the most serious threats to continued growth. At the present
rate, population needs may outstrip developed water and power
sources within some ten years. In the matter of water resources,
the state~onstantly faces the alternation of long dry cycles and
disastrous floods. Efforts· to conserve water resources have in- .
cluded water pollution control measures administered by regional boards representing the major drainage basins of the
state. The accelerated growth of population and drainage during
and since World War II has vastly increased waste diScharges
while sharply reducing the availability of open land and natural
waters for their disposal. This threat to the quantity of water
supplies goes beyond the ability of .local communities to solve
by individual action, but communities can helpto meet the situation by regulation of waste discharges and coordi~ated planning .
of urban development and sewage treatment facilities.
The post-war period has been relatively dry. When the rains
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came in December 1955, developed dams and reservoirs could
store but a small fraction of the run-off for summer use. The
remainder ran unchecked to the sea, leaving in its wake the
tragedies of Yuba City, Santa Cruz, and the Eel and Russian
River communities.
The foregoing situations represent a limited cross-section of
problems facing California communities as a result of post..war
growth. These problems are more and more inducing cities,
counties, school districts and other jurisdictions to seek assistance
from the planning profession.
,
The 1954 roster of the American Inst.itute of Planner$ listed
287 members in California, 25 percent of the national member..
ship. Both the number and the proportion of planners working
in California may be expected to increase in coming years, for
planners seem to have almost as strong an urge to migrate to this
state as do other kinds of people. The Department of City and
Regional Planning of the. University of California is gr~uating
about dozen practitioners each' year. The University ofSo.uth..
ern California has recently established a department of planning.
California's growth and development problems are large and
challenging. There is work for many hands.
.

.
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